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Abstract
Since 1988, oil production rates on Alaska’s North Slope have faded. The West
Sak oil field in the Greater Kuparuk Area was a satellite field targeted to help
slow the production decline. The nature of West Sak oil made it prohibitively
expensive to produce using conventional methods. Drastic changes in field
production design and operational philosophy were required the make West Sak
oil economically viable. The instrumentation and controls network architecture
leveraged the implementation of this new design and philosophy. This paper
examines the technological requirements, establishes evaluation criteria,
compares competing options, outlines the design and implementation, and
discusses future prospects. In addition, a functional description of the selected
technology, Foundation Fieldbus, is presented from the users perspective.
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1. West Sak Oil Field
1.1 Background
Oil seeps were first discovered on the North Slope of Alaska in 1917 by
the U.S. Geological Survey. In 1968, the largest oil field in North America,
Prudhoe Bay, was discovered with 12.4 billion barrels of oil. Kuparuk, the
second largest North American field, was discovered a year later about twentyfive miles west of Prudhoe Bay with 2.5 billion barrels of recoverable oil.
Production from these two fields peaked in 1988 when the Trans-Alaska Pipeline
System transported 2.0 million barrels of oil per day from the North Slope to
Valdez, Alaska. By 1996, total pipeline throughput had dropped to 1.5 million
barrels per day. See Figure 1.1 for a chart showing the projected production
from 1997 through 2020 for the largest two fields, Prudhoe Bay and Kuparuk.
Notice the significant decline in anticipated production [1 and 2],
Because of the continuous decline, North Slope oil operating and
exploration companies searched for new large deposits to replace the declining
production. Since 1988, the largest new discovery was the Alpine field at the
Colville River delta with only 300 million barrels of oil. No new fields with
adequate production reserves were discovered that could justify the huge
investment of new processing facilities. These billion-dollar processing facilities
separate the oil, gas, and water. The water is treated, the gas is compressed,
and both are returned to the reservoir. The crude oil is heated, treated, and sent
into the Trans-Alaska Pipeline.
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Figure 1.1 North Slope Production Projections for Major Fields
Since no large “replacement” fields were found, the attention turned to
squeezing more oil from the existing fields. The application of water flood, highpressure gas injection, miscible injection (semi-refined natural gas liquids) and
re-targeting wells (using the same well bore to drill a short distance to a better
location) extended the expected life of the oil fields by several decades. In spite
of these efforts, the existing central processing production facilities (CPF)
remained underutilized.
1.2 West Sak Geography
There was not enough production for the Kuparuk facilities to continue
operating efficiently and the satellite fields could not justify their own facilities.
The owners needed to cooperate to survive. Figure 1.2 shows the proximity of
smaller “satellite” oilfields, close to the Kuparuk field, which would benefit from
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the existing facilities’ spare capacity [adapted from 3]. However, the adjacent
smaller fields did not have the same principal owners as the larger fields. After
some consolidation and many negotiating meetings, the owners of the Kuparuk
facilities and the leaseholders of adjacent satellite fields came to a landmark
agreement. This “Facilities Access” agreement detailed the financials of how oil
owned by one group would be processed in facilities owned by another group.
This agreement opened the door for production from many satellite fields.
Figure 1.3 graphs the effects of adding the satellite fields in close proximity to the
Kuparuk River Unit [modified from 4].

Figure 1.2 Map of North Slope Showing Kuparuk and Prudhoe Satellite Fields
The satellite field with the most potential is West Sak, which is located at
an elevation approximately 3700-4200 feet below the tundra and averages 450
feet thick [5]. The permafrost extends down to approximately 2300 to 2500 feet.
Lying just below the permafrost, the oil has a comparatively high viscosity
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making it difficult and expensive to lift to the surface. An elevation diagram,
Figure 1 .4, illustrates the proximity of Ivashik, Kuparuk, West Sak, and Ugnu.
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Figure 1 .3 Estimated Production for Kuparuk and Satellite Fields
West Sak had two major advantages. First, the field is huge with an
estimated twenty billion barrels of oil [5], larger than Kuparuk and Prudhoe Bay
reserves combined. Unfortunately, most of the oil is classified as unrecoverable
because of the low quality sands and cold temperature in shallow areas.
However, the “sweet spot”, a deeper, higher-quality portion of the reservoir is
estimated to contain 500 million barrels of oil [4]. This sweet spot is located
almost directly above the Kuparuk reserves. As shown Figure 1.4, the Kuparuk
oil reserve is approximately 7500 feet below the surface.
The second advantage of West Sak was the wealth of data on the
borders, depths, locations, quality and quantity of the oil. Each time a Kuparuk oil
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rig drilled to its target depth, it collected West Sak geology data. Little geological
risk was involved.

Figure 1.4 Kuparuk Area Field Elevation Diagram
1.3 Producing West Sak Oil
The geologists knew where the oil was located. The dilemma was how to
effectively produce it. Tests were performed during the middle 1980’s using
conventional production technology. The pilot project was halted after it was
determined that the oil was not economically producible at a market price below
$30 per barrel. (North Slope crude prices have not sustained above $30 per
barrel range since the last oil crisis.)
The technology of down-hole pumps providing heavy oil lift has improved
dramatically over the last few years. New electrically powered submersible
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pumps could provide the required lifting method. These fifty-foot-long, positivedisplacement, progressive-cavity pumps and motors are now used in conjunction
with directional drilling and small bore wells as required by the West Sak
application. Multiple trials on a similar field, Schraeder Bluff near Milne Point,
proved that new lifting technology was now available.
Arco estimated that the West Sak wells using down-hole pumps could
produce 300 barrels of oil per day. This rate is approximately 20% of the typical
Kuparuk well. Because of the cool temperature of the oil and low flow rates,
ARCO planned for well densities four times that experienced at the Kuparuk
field. With less than half the required drilling distance and smaller casing
(approximately half the cross-sectional area), the drilling costs significantly
decreased when compared to the Kuparuk. In spite of the low rates and high
number of wells required, the quantity of oil and long-term productivity convinced
ARCO that the capital drilling costs were justified.
ARCO targeted the West Sak project at $ 10 per barrel for a North Slope
Crude market price, which was the minimum threshold for this project to compete
with international exploration and development returns. This target was
significantly less than the pilot project requirement of $30 per barrel. Since the
drilling costs were justified, the final hurdles were surface-facilities capital costs
and long term operational costs.
Operating and maintaining West Sak would be very different from oil
production at Kuparuk. Using traditional designs, operating a 300-BPD well
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requires the same personnel and facilities as operating a 10,000-BPD well.
Thus, increasing operations and maintenance personnel at the Kuparuk facilities
by a proportional 70% was not an option. In addition, minimized surface facilities
were required since 64 wells and the corresponding process modules could not
fit on the standard well pad.
This initiated the search for a better way of building and controlling a drill
site, the surface facilities where production from individual wells is combined and
connected to the central processing facilities. Adding the West Sak field,
doubled to tripled the number of wells that the area operators and maintenance
personnel managed. A lifetime average operation and maintenance cost of less
than $2.35 per barrel would make the project competitive with world oil-market
returns. This was approximately 1/3 of the operation and maintenance cost for
the adjacent Kuparuk field. Kuparuk had 884 wells at the start of the project, and
West Sak potentially added 550 more wells.

1.4 Leveraging the Drill Site Design
A design dichotomy exists between drill site surface facility design cost
and overall operability. An operator-friendly drill site is traditionally a very
expensive drill site in terms of facility costs. Drill site operators spend most of
their time verifying pressure gauges, adjusting production and injection choke
valves, and testing production well flow rates and fluid composition (oil, water,
gas, and particulate). In general, the more centralized the valves and gauges,
the more operable the drill site. Ideally all of the valves and test vessels are
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located in one building, where the operators move from well to well to perform
the inspections and operations. This minimizes exposure to the harsh arctic
environment and allows operation of more drill sites and more wells by a single
operator.
Not all equipment is physically centralized in a process module. Gauges
and equipment at the wellhead are inspected daily and maintained. The typical
well house placed over the well head is a 14’X18’X14’ building with lights and
heat. The heat is to protect the instruments and hydraulic safety equipment from
the environment. The lights allow the operator to see the gauges and perform
required maintenance.
The huge sea lift process modules above are enormously expensive.
Each typical Kuparuk well house costs in excess of $100,000. Chapter 2
explains in more detail the typical drill site design. The West Sak project capital
budget of $50 million could not pay for such an infrastructure. The alternative
was to put all of the equipment, valves and instrumentation, into the field
exposed to the environment with minimal protection. This approach requires
less capital, but presents operational difficulties. The operators would spend
most of their time exposed to the environment, and long-term operation and
maintenance costs would exceed the required target of $2.35 per barrel.
The solution was an unmanned, remotely operated drill site. With the
right automation, operators can perform all of their procedures and inspections
from the main processing facilities control room. Moreover, the typical
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operational duties could be performed automatically on a predetermined
schedule. The operator would need only to monitor the automated process and
respond to critical alarms.
Using conventional instrumentation and controls would involve the
addition of thousands of transmitters and control elements and a new army of
repair technicians. This requires a massive investment in controls infrastructure.
Again, this concept was not an economical solution, and, therefore, a new
engineering and design approach was required.
This new approach initiated an examination of how drill sites were
conventionally operated and launched a search for a new instrumentation and
controls technology and philosophy. A minimum piping design is a trunk and
lateral system (explained in Chapter 2). The instrumentation and control
systems architecture is a leveraging technology that made possible the
minimized piping design without compromising operability. The challenge was to
find a technology that would permit an unmanned, remote operation without
adding unreasonable automation and maintenance costs. If found, the project
thresholds outlined by Arco could be met and West Sak oil could be
economically producible.
Chapter 2 identifies the status quo of a conventional Kuparuk drill site.
Chapter 3 explains the search criteria for the new technology and Chapter 4
explains how the technology works. Chapter 5 explains how the technology and
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philosophy were implemented, and Chapter 6 discusses the overall results and
possibilities for the future.
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2. Traditional North Slope Control Systems Design
This chapter compares the conventional Kuparuk drill site to the West Sak
vision. The purpose is not to present a detailed construction, functional or
operational description. Rather, the material is designed to familiarize the reader
with some basic principles to illustrate how the instrumentation and control
systems architecture leverages the overall construction and operation of the drill
site.
2.1 Recovery Phases
North Slope oil field production is characterized by three distinct levels of
recovery. The primary phase uses a number of production wells drilled from a
common location called a drill site. Drill sites are large gravel pads where from 8
to 30 wells are typically drilled. Well centralization is facilitated by directional
drilling, which is boring horizontally underneath the surface from the drill site out
to the desired bottom hole location. This minimizes both the investment in
surface facilities and the environmental impact. During this first phase, all of the
wells are oil producing wells or “producers”, as shown in the upper left portion of
Figure 2.1.
Once production from these wells declines past a predetermined level,
more wells are drilled in a process called “in-fill.” Older wells are then converted
from production to injection. Treated seawater or water produced by other
production wells is injected into the reservoir. This helps push the oil from one
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well area to neighboring production wells. The in-fill projects convert the piping
and instrumentation from production to the higher-pressure injection process.
The upper right portion of Figure 2.1 illustrates the water injection concept.
Primary Recovery:
Production Wells Only

Secondary Recovery:
Production and Water Injection

^

Tertiary Recovery: Production and
Water/Gas (or Miscible) Injection

Figure 2.1 Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Oil Recovery Phases
The third phase of recovery uses a combination of water injection and gas
injection. The water replaces the volume and mass of the removed oil, and the
compressed gas helps maintain the reservoir pressure. A tertiary recovery well
is piped with water injection at 2700 psig and gas injection at 4000 psig. The
water and gas are alternated, usually twice per month, producing waves as
shown in Figure 2.1 (lower left). Careful monitoring and control of injection is
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required. If excessive gas is injected, the field is “cut” with an adjacent well
producing all of the gas from an injection well. A newer method utilized in the
Kuparuk area involves injecting miscible product, a semi-refined mixture of
natural gas liquids (or very light oils), into the reservoir to lighten or “scrub”
additional oil from the reservoir. This experimental method, named “enhanced
oil recovery”, was implemented in the middle 1990’s and effectively extended the
life of the field by ten years.
The West Sak oil field began production in the secondary recovery phase,
bypassing the primary stage, with 50% of the wells designated as water flood.
However, the wells were arbitrarily chosen as production or injection. Arco’s
reservoir engineers designated the well type after the well was bored. This
resulted in a surface facility design that required adaptability to last minute well
changes. This necessity, coupled with the transitional nature of an oil field,
requires a flexible and accommodating surface facility design and control
system.
2.2 Drill Site Construction and Operation
Kuparuk was constructed using two generations of design. The first
generation used large, sea-lift production modules. All of the piping headers,
valves, and most of the instrumentation were centralized into a single building.
The production modules were so large that they were constructed outside of
Alaska and shipped to the North Slope by barge. These 23 process module
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shipments took place from 1981 through 1986. Figure 2.2 diagrams an 8-well
drill site using the large sea-lift production module.
The sea-lift modules were designed for 16 well drill sites with 8 production
“slots” built on each side of the module. Each slot was then piped to an
individual well (with a cost of up to $25,000 per 100-foot length [6 pg. 9]). The
slot contained most of the instruments and valves required for operating the drill
site. The production choke valves and gas lift valves and metering were readily
accessible to operators who could spend most their day inside the process
module, protected from the environment.

The sea-lift process module is the largest structure on the drill site. Most
of the interior of the building is filled with process piping. In addition to the
production slots and manifold pipes, the module contains the test separator.
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This large vessel separates the liquid and gas for the particular well being tested.
A single well is diverted using valves from the production header to the test
header connected to the vessel. The relatively fast moving production fluid
stream is slowed as it enters the vessel, giving the free gas time to bubble out of
solution.
Two streams, gas and liquid, are measured separately. The liquid stream
is monitored with a coriolis meter to measure the mass flow and a phase
dynamics meter to measure the water content. The gas stream is typically
measured by a turbine meter. Thus, the oil, gas and water content of each well
is determined. These data are used by field management for well optimization
and are reported to the responsible State departments. Each well is tested twice
per month. Because of the large vessel capacity, it takes approximately 4 hours
to perform a test. Most of that time is filled by changing the valves (diverting one
of the wells), waiting for the separator to purge the fluids from the previous test,
and configuring the instrumentation and computer to begin the new test. The
application of conventional testing to a 32 production well drill site such as West
Sak would require 128 to 256 hours to perform the well testing.
A simplified schematic of the slot piping and instrumentation is shown in
Figure 2.3 with the plan view of a typical well house. Divert valves connect the
production well to the appropriate process header. The well is connected to the
production header, unless the well is diverted to the test header and separator.
The remote shut-in valve allows the well to be tripped locally or via solenoid for
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remote actuation. Typically, all production well shut-in valves are connected to a
single emergency logic circuit for complete production isolation. The production
choke valve (HCV) controls the well backpressure to maintain the overall well
flow and well liquid level. If fully opened, the well would primarily produce the lift
gas that provides the artificial lift, and, if choked too low, the well under
produces.
Most Kuparuk wells have enough down-hole pressure to push the oil to
the surface. To provide additional lift and flow, compressed lift gas (natural gas)
is directed down the outside of the center casing and up through the well’s
production fluid casing. Although this method is not very efficient, it economically
provides the extra lift required. The amount of lift is controlled by the lift gas
(HCV) and measured by the differential pressure transmitter (FIT). An additional
flow indicator (FI) reports the lift gas flow to the operator with compensation for
temperature. Pressure and temperature transmitters (PIT and TIT) record their
corresponding process variables. Additional local indicators for pressure and
temperature (PI and Tl) provide ergonomic readout for the operator.
The operator monitors the process data and modifies the choke valves’
positions to optimize well production on a daily basis. For valve and instrument
access and ease of performing well tests, the sea-lift process module was
created. Unfortunately, not all of the operator duties are performed inside the
module. The operator must enter each individual well head to monitor the
pressure and temperature gauge readings. The surface safety valve, pressure
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switches (PSH and PSL), and associated hydraulic panel fulfill statutory
requirements. The catalytic heater provides heat to keep the safety instruments
from freezing. The typical well house, as shown in Figure 2.3, is built for
“temporary worker access” and costs over $100,000 fully outfitted with the
instruments and equipment shown. The operator must visit each well house
daily to confirm process measurements and status of safety equipment.
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Figure 2.3 Well Head and Production Slot Detail
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The clear advantage of the sea-lift process module drill site is overall
operability, because most of the operable equipment is centralized. The
disadvantage is the cost and flexibility. The module is very large and classified
(National Electric Code (NEC) Class I Division II environment). This means that
all instrumentation and the electrical system must be explosion proof. Since the
module is designed for occupancy, fire protection is required.
The sea-lift modules are flexible when it comes to changing from
production to water injection because the slots are convertible. However, the
design is not flexible to add additional in-fill wells or convert to tertiary recovery
methods. To perform the well additions or enhancements, the projects either
move the instrumentation to the well heads or attempt to “shoe horn” them into
the module on an elevated deck. The control room and instrument panel are
equally crowded.
The second-generation design was the truckable process module installed
at 15 Kuparuk drill sites from 1984 through 1991. After the construction and
shipping of sea-lift modules became prohibitively expensive, the process
modules were redesigned for transport to the North Slope by truck. The
production slots were a little more flexible, facilitating conversion between
primary, secondary and tertiary recovery, but the overall design philosophy
remained the same. The sea-lift module was broken into individual parts as
shown in Figure 2.4 and cost over two million dollars per module. The truckable
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process module design became less convenient for the operator, who was
required to move between several different modules to perform daily tasks.

The disadvantages of the new truckable design were similar to the firstgeneration sea-lift design. To add incremental in-fill wells, the instrumentation
and valves were added to the well heads. The operators then spent more of
their day outside walking between well houses. Each production module cost
over $2 M before installation, so the only real advantage was over land delivery
Discussion of a third generation of drill site design, the West Sak vision, is
presented after the down hole equipment section.
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2.3 Down-Hole Equipment
There are significant differences in down-hole equipment between
Kuparuk and West Sak, which are primarily driven by artificial lift requirements.
The oil at the West Sak field is only 70 to 90 degrees F compared to 140
degrees F for Kuparuk. Since West Sak oil is cooler, it is harder to lift. The
conventional lift gas technology is not efficient enough to use on the heavier
West Sak oil. Submersible pump technology has advanced to the point where
this method of lifting is viable. Figure 2.5 compares the down hole configurations
[adapted from 7 pg. 38].

Figure 2.5 Simplified Well-Bottom Configurations for Kuparuk and West Sak
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The Kuparuk wells use a pipe within a pipe within a pipe. The outer well
bore casing is 7-5/8 inches in diameter. Lift gas is driven between the production
fluids casing (center pipe) and the second casing. The gas rushes into the
production fluids pipe through lift gas mandrels and extracts the oil beneath the
packer in a process similar to an aerosol can. The oil flows from the reservoir
through fractures and well bore perforations. The fractures are created
chemically and hydraulically and then packed with ceramic beads that support
the reservoir but give the oil freedom to migrate into the well.
The West Sak wells use only a 5-1/2” diameter outer casing (almost half
of the Kuparuk cross sectional bore). Since the bores are smaller and wells are
shallower, the West Sak drilling cost is less than a third of the typical Kuparuk
well. The pump and motor sections are connected at the surface and lowered as
a unit attached to the end of the production pipe string. The pump is either
centrifugal or positive displacement with the latter preferred for most West Sak
wells. Each well could have a custom design, with the addition or removal of
pump stages to optimize individual well production.
The seal section connects the motor drive shaft to the gas separator
shaft, isolates production fluids from the motor fluids, and absorbs downward
thrust from the upper pump sections.
The rotary gas separator uses centrifugal force to separate the free gas
(gas not in solution with the production fluids) from the production fluids before
reaching the pump stage. This separation prevents the pump from vapor locking
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and mitigates loss of pump efficiency. The gas separator shaft is connected to
the pump shaft.
The electric motor is a two-pole, three-phase, squirrel cage, induction
motor [7 pg. 45]. This section alone is 33 feet long. Larger horsepower
requirements are met by increasing the diameter of the motor or lengthening the
motor section. The pump speed is controlled by varying the frequency of the
motor driver. Nominal ratings are 60 horsepower for positive displacement
pumps and 130 horsepower for centrifugal pumps. The variable frequency
controller outputs 480 volts, which is transformed to 2300 volts for the long trip to
the down-hole motor. The transformer, variable speed controller, and soft starter
are centrally located at the surface. The motor is located at the bottom of the
pump string, and the production fluids flow through the hollow center shaft
cooling the motor.
The “flat cable” is an armored cable constructed of solid copper #6 AWG
conductors wrapped in thermoplastic insulator and jacket with a lead covering.
The outside armor is formed of continuous interlocking galvanized steel to
prevent damage while the pump and pipe string is lowered as much as 5000 feet
down to the well bottom. The cable is banded to the pipe string at approximately
fifteen-foot intervals.
The West Sak lifting technology offers several operational advantages
over the Kuparuk Drill site. The biggest operational advantage is the ability to
control production flow by controlling an electrical motor and pump. The
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operator no longer has to turn valves to optimize flow.

Rather, the operator can

modify variable frequency drive (VFD) controller parameters to change the
process rates. The disadvantage of using down-hole pumps is the comparatively
large electrical infrastructure required. Also, since the pumps could be
deadheaded (pump against a closed output) if a divert valve or surface safety
valve were inadvertently closed, these valves must be electrically interlocked with
the pump to shut down the motor. The VFD controllers could detect pump
cavitation or motor overload, but positive protection is preferred. Although the
pump and motor string is relatively inexpensive at $25,000, the oilrig costs to
replace a motor could be as high as $350,000.
2.4

WestSak Surface Facilities
Ignoring operability, the least cost facility design for West Sak is a trunk

and lateral piping system where the process headers, water injection, production
and well test, are run the full length of a well row less than thirty feet from the
well center bore. For flexibility, the headers are tapped for production or injection
such that a change in process would require no piping design changes. The
pipe spools from the trunk headers are stocked locally.
The minimized facility exposes the divert valves to the environment and
creates a self-contained vendor-supplied surface safety valve package with all
associated controls. The well head valve tree is enclosed in an insulated
structure no larger than the 5’ tall tree. The well heads have no lights and are
centered at 15-foot intervals.

No expensive, hazardous-classified process modules are constructed.
The production-testing skid is exposed to the environment. Only the variable
frequency drives and instrument panel are enclosed in a general-duty, truckable
building. The result of this minimized facility design concept is shown in Figure
2 .6 .

The result is a minimized cost and mechanical infrastructure design.
Using conventional instrumentation and controls, this design would result in an
operational nightmare. The divert valve and choke valves would be buried in the
snow in the winter and over water through most of the short summer. The well
head instruments would certainly not be ergonomically accessible for an
operator. The production tester and associated instrumentation and controls
would be buried most of the year. Routine operator inspections and tasks for a
64 well drill site would be a full time job for an operator under the best weather
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conditions. Obviously, this is not a viable solution unless major control systems
changes are incorporated.
This minimized facilities cost concept could become a reality if all of the
routine tasks were facilitated, if not performed, by automation. The best solution
creates an unmanned drill site. Figure 2.7 shows the well head and yard
instrumentation schematic that would bring about this design concept. Divert
and choke valves could be inaccessible only if they were motor operated with
remote control. The surface safety valve and well head gauges would not
require daily inspection if they were fully interlocked and reported their values to
the main control room.
The production-testing skid could be designed with no local operation
requirement. All operational controls could be remote and sequenced to test
wells on a certain schedule with no human action required. The operator could
then study the test results. With this model, the entire drill site could be operated
from the drill site electrical module, the main central processing facility, or even
Anchorage if desired.
2.5 Instrumentation and Controls Architecture
The vision and design of a trunk and lateral with remote valves described
in the previous section sounds great, but the instrumentation and controls
architecture would be quite large using conventional controls. The West Sak drill
site was designed for three to four times the usual Kuparuk number of wells and
with at least twice the instrumentation per well. Even more complexity is added
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with the interface requirements for 32 variable speed motor controllers. The
overall control systems requirement is an order of magnitude larger than the
traditional drill site. The success of the drill site design concept depends upon a
change in architecture that would provide ten times the capacity with completely
remote operations for roughly the same cost as conventional instrumentation.

The traditional control architecture is shown in Figure 2.8 below. The
typical drill site has two Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) with one remote
base each. The communication to field instrumentation is via 4-20 mA for
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analog instruments and 24 V DC for discrete instruments with interposing relays
for higher voltages. (4-20 mA is an analog instrumentation communication
convention where the minimum process range is typically associated with 4 mA
and the maximum with 20 mA. As the process variable changes, the current
within the instrument loop is varied between 4 mA and 20 mA communicating the
process variable from the instrument to the receiver.) Local operator interface is
provided by a PC running a custom Visual Basic text program or by a light panel
to show process alarms driven by discrete outputs. The process information is
sent back to the Central Processing Facility control room to the Distributed
Control System (DCS) via microwave and a proprietary data highway.
The status quo control system architecture is capable of automating the
West Sak drill site to the level described in this chapter, but it would simply
expand the normal system by an order of magnitude and would be cost
prohibitive. Rather, a totally new architecture concept could match the vision of
a new operating philosophy.
This chapter showed how the instrumentation and control system
leverages the entire drill site operation and construction. The next chapter
describes the search criteria and parameters for the architecture to match the
West Sak vision.
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CPF
Distributive
Control
System
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Data Highway

PLC
• Power Supply
. CPU
• Network Interface Module
• BASIC Module
• Remote Base Controller
• Analog Input/Output Cards
(4-20 mA)
“Local” Remote Base
• Power Supply
• Remote Base Interface
• Analog Input/Output
Cards(4-20 mA)
• Discrete Input Cards
• Discrete Output Cards

Field Instrumentation
4-20 mA Analog
24 V and 120 V DC Discrete

Figure 2.8 Traditional Drill Site Control Architecture using PLC’s
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3. Network Architecture Requirements and Evaluation
The first chapter outlined the call for innovation and change. The second
chapter showed the status quo instrumentation and control system design and
summarized the challenges that a new system must overcome. This chapter
describes the criteria and selection of the technologies to meet the West Sak
requirements.
Without a specific technology in mind, a list was generated of all of the
desired features. Throughout the process of evaluating the new technologies,
manufacturer proposals, and the incumbent design, the following feature
categories were used to guide the evaluation:
•

Intelligent Field Devices

•

Multivariable Processing

•

Digital Communications

•

Remote Diagnostics

•

Open Architecture, Interoperability, and Equipment Availability

•

Reduce Documentation, Improve Flexibility, Minimize Infrastructure

•

Incumbency

Each criterion is further developed and illustrated.
3 .1 1ntelligent Field Devices
Manufacturers have been installing microprocessors into field
instrumentation for a number of years. This processing power has improved
instrument linearity, reliability, and flexibility, and reduced calibration and
maintenance requirements. The clear advantages have made intelligent
transmitters a standard in the process control industry. Industry leaders Fisher
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Rosemount, Foxboro, Honeywell, Siemens, Smar, and Yokogawa all incorporate
microprocessor technology into their basic transmitters. The latest trend is to
incorporate similar technology into control elements such as valve actuators.
The final solution should take full advantage of the processing power.
Consider typical loops containing a transmitter, PLC and smart valve actuator as
“islands of automation.” The best solution connects these islands in the most
effective and advantageous way.
There are true advantages of this computing power, but there are
associated costs. A pressure transmitter typically costs between $1,000 and
$2,000. A smart actuator may add a $1000 premium. To fully capitalize on this
investment, it is best to maximize the processing power contained in the
instrument to fully utilize the sensor or transducer.
3.2 Multivariable Processing
A pressure transmitter’s primary function is to communicate the pressure
of the process to the user. Pressure is typically sensed by measuring the
changes in capacitance between two plates or by a strain gauge as a function of
changing pressure. Whatever the method or the process variable (flow,
pressure, or temperature) the regression between the process variable and the
electronic “equivalent” is usually nonlinear and affected by temperature. The
temperature at the sensing element is measured and used to correct for the
thermal effect. The data user is also interested in the sensor’s temperature.
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For example, gas flow in a pipe is frequently measured by sensing the
differential pressure across an orifice plate. The pressure, temperature and flow
process variables are each critical for calculating the actual gas flow in standard
units. A single transmitter could process the variables, calculate the total flow,
and emanate high and low process alarms for each variable. Properly designed
and programmed microprocessors could easily perform these nonlinear
calculations.
While monitoring the process, an operator is interested in each of these
variables, not just the total flow. The next issue is how to communicate these
multiple variables to the user.
3.3 Digital Communications
Signal standards have evolved from analog pneumatic 3-15 psi, to
electronic 4-20 mA, to a hybrid 4-20 mA with digital communication
superimposed, and finally to a pure digital signal. Each stage of evolution is
considered a technological “step function” with the reduction of overall system
cost and maintenance, and improvement in system performance and capacity.
Although the industry embraces the new technologies over time, significant
overlap exists during the transition. Figure 3.1 illustrates the control-standard
evolution-timeline [8].
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Figure 3.1 Evolution of Signal Standards
Using the previous example, total flow through an orifice plate, the list of
variables could include:
Temperature - Analog Value and High and Low Discrete Alarms
Static Pressure - Analog Value and High and Low Discrete Alarms
Differential Pressure - Analog Value and High and Low Discrete Alarms
Total Flow - Analog Value and High and Low Discrete Alarms.

This lists four analog values and eight discrete values. Using the
traditional 4-20 mA communication standard, only a single value is transmitted to
the user over a single pair of wires. Depending on wiring configuration, it could
take as many as 16 conductors between two cables (separating analog and 24 V
discrete) to communicate all of the available values. Using digital
communications, all process variables are communicated over a single pair of
wires.
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Digital communication could still mean point-to-point wiring. That is, each
transmitter or actuator is connected though a pair of wires to the control room
equipment. Using digital protocols and addressing, multiple devices per pair of
wires are possible. This could significantly reduce wire count. The following
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate the wiring path for Kuparuk field instruments using
conventional and multi-drop, digital network design [9].

Well Head Condulets

Control Room
PLC I/O Terminals

Control Room
Marshalling

Yard J-Box 1

Well Head J-Box

Yard J-Box 2

Figure 3.2 Conventional 4-20 mA Wiring
The “special terminals” shown in Figure 3.3 refer to protocol specific
terminal blocks to facilitate quick connections and impedance matching. If
translation is required at the well head from network communication to traditional
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analog/discrete instruments (ProfiBus DP, DeviceNet, ControlNet, Genius Bus)
then the “well head condulet” would be replaced by a junction box with remote
I/O block.

Note the significant decrease in wiring requirements from over 100
connections to 30 terminations. Consider 15 instruments wired conventionally
using 540 terminations. Now, extend the network wiring (from Figure 3.3) to 15
instruments. The networked terminations count totals less than 10 0, an 81%
reduction. The advantages of minimized terminations is multiplied by the North
Slope’s extreme environment (imagine stripping and terminating wires at -50° F)
and high labor costs.
The conceptual wiring reduction is again illustrated in connections to the
variable speed drives (VSD) controlling the “down-hole” submersible pumps.
The process feedback and control requirements of this application include ten
analog and eight discrete variables. Conventional wiring is illustrated in Figure
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3.4 followed by network wiring in Figure 3.5 [10]. Each VSD would require a
minimum of 174 connections for a total of 5,568 connections (32 production
wells). Using networked connections of a single drop per 4 drives and a discrete
pair for “hard wired” emergency shut-down requirements, the termination count
reduces to 368. This is a 93% reduction!
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Figure 3.4 Conventional Wiring for Single VSD Control and Monitoring
These examples (Figures 3.4 and 3.5) dramatically illustrate the reduction
in wiring and terminations. The corresponding reduction of control room PLC
Input / Output cards is equally impressive. The majority of the space in any
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control room is occupied by the wire marshalling terminal strips, Input / Output
cards, PLC racks, and associated cables. The West Sak application has a
higher well density and more field instruments. The West Sak control room
using conventional wiring would be as much as 5 times the size of the normal
Kuparuk control room.

Centrilift VSD

VSD
Emergency
Interrupt

Small Electrical Module J-Box

PLC I/O Terminations

Next 3
VSD’s
Discrete Out
Remote Shut-Down

Figure 3.5 Network Wiring for VSD Control and Monitoring
A simple comparison of the number of I/O cards required for the
traditional and networked options follow. Note that this comparison is only for
the production and injection control requirements. Auxiliary systems, such as
well testing and production heating modules, are additions that represent a
fraction of the overall wiring requirement.
Recall that a fully developed West Sak drill site includes 32 production
and 32 injection wells. The following Table 3.1 compares the controller
input/output card requirement (assuming 100% I/O utilization with no spares.)
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________ Table 3.1 Traditional and Network I/O Requirements_____
Traditional Wiring I/O requirements
Analog I/O for pair of wells (1 production /1 injection)
Analog I/O for VSD (1 production well)
Total Analog per well pair
Total Analog Points (32 well pairs)

10
8
18
576

Required Analog Interface Cards (8 points per card)

72

Discrete I/O for pair of wells in field

12

Discrete I/O for VSD

10

Total Discrete per well pair

22

Total Discrete points (32 well pairs)
Required discrete I/O cards (16 points per card)
Total number of PLC cards using traditional wiring

704
44
116

Network Wiring I/O requirements
Wells supported per networked solution (field wiring)

4

Network channels per card

2

Total Network cards for field wiring

8

VSD’s supported per networked solution (modulewiring)

4

Network channels per card

2

Total Network cards for field wiring

4

Total number of PLC network interface cardsrequired

12

The above example shows how a network solution potentially reduces the
number of control room I/O cards by 90%. If the assumption is 8 cards per rack
(PLC backplane), the conventional wiring requires 15 racks, whereas the network
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solution uses only 2 racks for field instruments. The network option saves I/O
cards but also eliminates the same percentage of power supplies, processors,
I/O controllers, cabinet space, control room size, etc.
3.4 Remote Diagnostics
The reduction in wiring infrastructure is obvious and an “up-front” capital
savings. The long-term advantage of remote diagnostics is more leveraging. A
recent long-term maintenance study explains [11]:
“To demonstrate the importance of maintenance expenditures,
consider the following example. To extract one barrel of crude
from the North Sea, the related operating cost is close to $9/bbl.
Benchmark studies indicate the total maintenance cost is estimated
at 40% of the operating costs, and, furthermore, maintenance
related to the instrument is 45% of the maintenance cost. This
means the instrument maintenance cost is close to $1.6/bbl...
Recent surveys have indicated that 80% of requested maintenance
is unnecessary and that, if a problem occurs, about 2/3 of the time
is spent in diagnosis and 1/3 to fix it.”
The North Sea is considered a significant benchmark for North Slope operations
and cost analysis.
Thus, long-term maintenance costs are reduced by implementing a
control system architecture with remote diagnostics. If instrument maintenance
is requested, the responsible technician could verify the “health and welfare” of
the instrument from the maintenance shop. With correct diagnostics, the need
for maintenance is then verified, and if action is required, the technician may
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diagnose and plan the repair before leaving the shop. Resource triage could
warrant delaying the maintenance for a more convenient time.
The value of remote diagnostics will be fully realized when the West Sak
field is developed entirely. In addition to the existing Kuparuk maintenance load,
West Sak potentially adds 550 wells (275 VSD’s, 550 motor actuated valves and
1375 transmitters). As stated in the first chapter, current Kuparuk operation and
maintenance personnel are expected to absorb the extra workload with no
additional resources.
The need for remote diagnostics is further emphasized by the fact that
most of the instruments are distributed along the trunk and lateral piping and
exposed to the severe environment. A maintenance technician would much
rather diagnose a problem using the computer in the shop than use a snow
shovel (for the 6’ snowdrift) and a toolbox.

3.5

OpenArchitecture, Interoperability and Equipment Availability
The question of open architecture is not simple. When asking equipment

suppliers whether their communications protocols are open architecture, the
answer is usually yes. The difficulty lies in generating a comprehensive
networked solution. If one is selecting a list of equipment using the typical
Kuparuk drill site standard vendors, a drill site equipment list would appear as
follows:
Transmitters - Rosemount
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Motor Operated Valves - Rotork
PLC Equipment - Siemens (Texas Instruments)
Human Machine Interface - Visual Basic (custom application)
Control Valves - Fisher
Variable Speed Drives - Centrilift
Each of these manufacturers were asked for a solution using their
equipment that would meet the criteria developed thus far (microprocessor
based, multivariable, diagnostics and digital communication). The answer was
as follows:
Transmitters - Rosemount HART
Motor Operated Valves - Rotork proprietary
PLC Equipment - ProfiBus remote I/O
Control Valves - Fisher Fieldvue
Variable Speed Drives - Centrilift proprietary

The vendors each jumped to a solution maximizing their content with
minimum risk and a pseudo-proprietary solution. The term pseudo-proprietary is
used because although the communication method could be public, the
remainder of the components would not be able to communicate via the same
network.
The vision of an all digital, remotely operated, drill site could be achieved
using traditional equipment suppliers if 5 different network protocols were
acceptable, but it was not. This application required a total solution approach. It
was obvious that one or more of the traditional providers would be replaced for
the benefit of a single comprehensive solution, if such a solution were possible.
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Proprietary solutions are not all bad. Honeywell DE, Foxboro FoxCom,
and Yokogawa Brain offer digital communication between their branded field
instruments and control system interfaces. The protocols are designed to
maximize performance of a matched system. The problem surfaces when
additional brands of equipment are added. The proprietary protocols by
definition operate with limited interoperability between brands. A true openarchitecture system offers an interoperable solution where multiple equipment
brands communicate on a single bus.
Interoperability is the capacity to operate multiple devices from multiple
manufacturers in the same system without loss of minimum functionality. All
devices must communicate together on the same network regardless of
manufacturer. The ability to remove a field device and replace it with another
regardless of manufacturer is highly desirable.
This launched the search for a suitable network to meet the needs of this
demanding application. Time was an important factor, since the drill-site start-up
date was less than a year away from the beginning of the “total solution” search.
Several vendors suggested that West Sak become an alpha or beta test
site for demonstration of new technologies. This was not acceptable, because
the West Sak field is an operational design. The control system technology
leveraged the entire drill site design. If the test equipment failed and redesign
was required, the future development of the entire West Sak program would be
jeopardized. Therefore, the equipment must not be developmental. Partnering
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with a vendor to customize West Sak features was acceptable, but
developmental equipment platforms were not. The following Tables, 3.2 and 3.3,
show equipment availability and release dates for the two major all digital, open
architecture standards, Foundation Fieldbus and ProfiBus PA [12 pg. 24].
Table 3.2 Foundation Fieldbus Equipment
Supplier
Product
Availability
ABB

•

Pressure Transmitter

Q4 1997

•

Coriolis Flowmeter

Q4 1997

•

Magnetic Flowmeter

Available

•

Control System

Q4 1997

Elomatic

•

Electric valve actuator

Available

Elsag Bailey

•

Pressure Transmitter

Q4 1997

•

Magnetic Flowmeter

Q4 1997

•

Control System

Q4 1997

•

Pressure Transmitter

Available

•

Differential Pressure Transmitter

Available

•

Temperature Transmitter

Available

•

Coriolis meter

Q4 1997

•

Valve Positioner

Q4 1997

•

Control System

Available

•

Pressure Transmitter

Q4 1997

•

Vortex Flowmeter

Q4 1997

•

Valve Positioner

Q4 1997

•

Control System

Q4 1997

•

Pressure Transmitter

Q4 1997

Fisher Rosemount

Foxboro

Honeywell
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Sm ar

Yokogaw a

•

T em p eratu re Transm itter

Q 4 19 9 7

•

M agnetic Flow m eter

Q 4 19 9 7

•

G a s C hrom atograph

Q 4 19 9 7

•

V alve Positioner

Q 4 19 9 7

•

Control S y ste m

Q 4 19 9 7

•

P re s s u r e Transm itter

A vailab le

•

T em p eratu re Transm itter

A vailab le

•

P re s s u re Transm itter

Q 4 19 9 7

•

V ortex F low m eter

Q 4 19 9 7

•

Control S y ste m

Q 4 19 9 7

Table 3.3 ProfiBus PA Equipment
Supplier
ABB

Product

Availability

•

Pressure Transmitter

Available

•

Coriolis Flowmeter

Available

•

Hydrostatic Level Transmitter

Available

•

Magnetic Flowmeter

Available

•

Control System

Available

•

Pressure Transmitter

Available

•

Magnetic Flowmeter

Available

•

Valve Positioner

Available

•

Control System

Available

Elsag Bailey-

•

P ress u re T rans m itte r

Available

Hartmann & Braun

•

Magnetic Flowmeter

Available

•

Valve Positioner

Available

•

Control System

Available

Endress + Hauser
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Siemens

•

Pressure Transmitter

Available

•

Electric Valve Actuator

1998

•

Control System

Available

The advantage for Foundation Fieldbus was the large number of
equipment suppliers with a significant presence in U.S. oil field operations. The
disadvantage was that most vendors could not sell the required equipment for
installation during the summer and fall of 1997. Tables 3.2 and 3.3 contrast the
high availability of ProfiBus PA equipment with the low vendor familiarity.
Throughout the equipment selection process, the temptation to install a
partial solution was strong. In 1984, Rosemount developed the Highway
Addressable Remote Transducer as an interim solution to Foundation Fieldbus
technology [12 pg. 19]. Since then HART has become a standard for digital
communication to field instruments. This technology is capable of running “all
digital” to 15 multi-drop instruments, but practical installations use conventional
4-20 mA protocol with an FSK signal superimposed over the analog wiring.
Kuparuk maintenance technicians carry a HART communicator to plug-in and
communicate with the transmitters for maintenance purposes (temporary
connections) only.
A migration path solution involved installing HART or Siemens equipment
immediately and upgrading fully to Foundation Fieldbus or ProfiBus PA in a few
years, after the risk of installing new technologies has subsided. This philosophy
would have significantly reduced risk, but would not have taken complete
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advantage of the available technologies. Also, the first two West Sak drill sites
will be carefully examined to verify capital and operational costs before drilling
the remaining West Sak wells. Future field development would be jeopardized
as actual versus advertised cost savings are scrutinized.
3.6 Reduce Documentation, Improve Flexibility, and Minimize Infrastructure
A typical drill site involves a large number of drawings and documentation.
While drilling the actual wells, the well location and type (producer/injector) may
change frequently. It was therefore important for a design to be flexible and offer
minimized documentation. It is typical for a single well conversion (from
production to injection) at Kuparuk to have literally hundreds of pages of
documents and drawings. Some of these drawings are required for
maintenance, others for regulatory requirements, but most are simply due to the
complexity of the control system. The desired system should minimize the
number of documents and still be flexible to changes in instrument type and
location.
It was also desired to reduce the amount of non-instrument devices in the
field. Adding a large number of heated boxes, with multiple voltages and cables,
increases the infrastructure and maintenance costs and reduces the overall
system reliability. Outside the main control room and electrical module, the
requirement for heated enclosures in the field must be minimized.
To evaluate the available technologies, a “straw design” was completed
for the competing technologies ControlNet, DeviceNet, ProfiBus and Foundation
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Fieldbus. Each straw design showed the cabling and equipment requirements.
The results of these straw designs are shown in Figures 3.6 through 3.9.

ControlNet (proposed by Honeywell/Rockwell) shown in Figure 3.6
Advantages:
•

High speed coaxial network could feed numerous well pairs from the
same coaxial trunk

•

Low technology risk

•

Transmitter diagnostics

•

Rotork actuator

Disadvantages:
•

Heated junction box

•

Multiple device protocols

•

Change to Honeywell transmitter manufacturer with proprietary protocol

•

No valve operator diagnostics

•

Hard-wired provisions for future FV actuator

DeviceNet (proposed by Rockwell) shown in Figure 3.7
Advantages:
•

Low technology risk

•

Actuator diagnostics from EIM manufacturer

•

Simple addition of future motor operated choke valve using EIM

Disadvantages:
•

Heated junction box
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•

Multiple device protocols

•

No transmitter diagnostics

•

Extra TIT required

ProfiBus (proposed by Siemens) shown in Figure 3.8

A d v a n t a g e s :
•

Diagnostics on devices but one flow transmitter

•

Experience with Siemens PLC equipment

Disadvantages:
•

Heated junction box

•

Multiple device protocols

•

Medium technology risk

»

No North Slope experience with Siemens actuator and not sold in US.
(Assume a conventional 4-20 mA and 24 V wiring for actuator at start-up
and upgrade to ProfiBus PA when the actuator, parts and support is
available. The straw design shows the wiring after the upgrade.)

•

New transmitters (Siemens or Smar) to North Slope

Foundation Fieldbus (proposed by Fisher Rosemount) shown in Figure 3.9

Advantages:
•

No heated junction box and no field interface equipment

•

Diagnostics on all connected devices

•

Surface Safety Valve wiring through motor operated divert valve actuators

•

Single digital protocol for all devices

•

Rosemount transmitters

•

Simple addition of future motor operated choke valve using Elomatic
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Disadvantages:
•

Highest technology risk

•

4 wells per loop

•

No North Slope experience with Elomatic actuator

These straw designs assumed the use of specific manufacturers of
enabling equipment technologies. Straw designs similar to the ControlNet
example could be drawn for GE Genius Bus or LonWorks, but would have no
device diagnostics whatsoever. The only advantage over the status quo was
reduced wiring due to remote I/O.

3.7 Incumbency
Although the search was for a total solution, special consideration was
given to incumbent equipment. The desire was not to change the entire
instrument and control system architecture carte blanche to the latest technology
fad or to change just to make change. The Kuparuk field had a significant
investment in training, spare parts, purchase agreements, and vendor
relationships. The decision for a new technology could not ignore this
investment and had to give weight to named or de facto standards such as
Rosemount transmitters, Rotork motor actuators, Siemens PLC equipment and
Fisher control valves.
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3.8 Summary Comparisons
The previous sections explained criteria for evaluating available
technologies. Table 3.4 summarizes the six options. Foundation Fieldbus
maintained an advantage in each of the categories. The largest disadvantage
was the area of risk, since the protocol was new and industry experience was
limited. ProfiBus seemed to meet most of the requirements, but was not a
technology that the major equipment suppliers were supporting. Foundation
Fieldbus best matched the field requirements and had a large group of premier
instrument and controls equipment manufacturers working together to make this
architecture a reality. The manufacturers were confident that they could meet
the deadlines and work through any new technology problems. Alaska Anvil and
ARCO management were persuaded that the benefits of employing this
technology were worth the risks.
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Figure 3.7 Straw Design Using DeviceNet Protocol
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Figure 3.8 Straw Design Using ProfiBus DP and ProfiBus PA
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Table 3.4 Technology Comparisons
Status

HART

ControlNet

DeviceNet

ProfiBus

Quo
Microprocessor

Foundation
Fieldbus

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Through

Yes

Yes

Based
Instruments
Multivariable
transmitters
Digital

Converter
No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Limited

Unknown

No

Yes

Yes

N/A

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Many

Yes

No

No

Pressure

Yes

T ransmitter
Communication
Instrument
diagnostics
All Open
Architecture
Acceptable
T ransmitters

Only

Available
Actuators

Many

No

No

EIM

Available
Improve

Elomatic

in 1998
No

Flexibility
Documentation

Siemens

Margin

Marginal

Marginal

Yes

Best

al
Standard

Limited

N/A

N/A

Good

Good

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

All

T rans

No

No

Siemens

Fisher

PLC

Valves

Reduction
Additional
Infrastructure
Required
Incumbency

mitters

Rosemount
T ransmitters
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4. Foundation Fieldbus (H1)
4.1 Overview
Foundation Fieldbus is an all-digital, serial communication, Local Area
Network (LAN) system that connects field devices and control room equipment.
These devices include sensors, actuators, and controllers. The traditional
definition of a controller device is blurred by the new network nature. The LAN
distributes control among several devices in the field. The closed loop control
can be entirely processed between a transmitter and actuator. The ability to
distribute control across the network devices and communicate multiple variables
makes Foundation Fieldbus an enabling and leveraging technology.
Figure 4.1 shows an example of the traditional point-to-point wiring and
control. With 4-20 mA signals, only one process variable is communicated from
the transmitter to the PLC and from the PLC to the actuators. Most of the control
algorithms exist within the PLC. (FV-123B contains a local stem positioner.)
Figure 4.2 shows the contrasting Foundation Fieldbus control network. By
using a network, the system is not limited to a single process variable. Many
variables, diagnostics and control algorithms can be communicated across the
network. Notice how the process alarms, PAL and FAH, exist within the field
transmitters, and PID-A and B reside within the corresponding valve actuators.
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PC - Process Monitor
Programmer

Analog Input Card
Analog Output
Traditional
4-20 mA wiring

AI-PIT-123
AI-FIT-123
AO-FV-123A
AO-FV-123B
PID-123A
PID-123B
PAL-123
FAH-123

PIT-123

Single Variable Transmitters

Single Variable Actuators

Figure 4.1 Traditional Control Wiring - Point to Point
This Fieldbus discussion is limited to the H1 protocol. H1 is the
instrument level communication. In Figure 4.2 above, H1 includes the network
between the PLC and the field instruments. In the future, Foundation Fieldbus
will include a higher speed, peer-to-peer communications protocol known as H2.
The high speed H2 was not available at the time West Sak was constructed. In
1998, the Fieldbus Foundation announced that H2 would be based upon high
speed Ethernet technology. H2 is not otherwise presented in this document.
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Programmer
Field Diagnostics

PLC
Foundation Fieldbus
Interface Card--------

FIT-123
TIT-123
FAH-123
AI-FIT-123
AI-TIT-123

PIT-123

Foundation
Fieldbus
Network

FV-123B
PID-123B
AQ-FV-123B I

DI-FAH-123

PAL-123
AI-PIT-123
DI-PAL-123
FV-123A
PID-123A
AO-FV-123A

Multivariable Transmitters

Smart Actuators

Figure 4.2 Foundation Fieldbus - Network

4.2 History
A number of open architecture and closed proprietary network systems
exist. Before the Fieldbus Foundation, each manufacturer’s primary interest was
promoting their proprietary and developed system. The Instrument Society of
America formed the SP50 Fieldbus committee during the middle 1980’s. Their
charter was to develop a true interoperable LAN for the process control industry.
For a number of years, the 300-person committee, representing numerous
companies, bogged down in development of an overly complex system. In 1992,
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failing to produce consensus or an acceptable operating system, the committee
splintered into two groups. Fisher, Rosemount, Yokogawa and Siemens formed
the Interoperable Systems Project (ISP). Honeywell, Allen-Bradley and a group
of others formed WorldFIP. Then, in 1993, ISP and WorldFIP joined to form the
Fieldbus Foundation and sponsored the Foundation Fieldbus technology [13 pg.
26].
In 1996, Foundation Fieldbus successfully implemented a pilot project at
Monsanto’s Chocolate Bayou and at the ISA product show in Chicago. FisherRosemount implemented a Foundation Fieldbus system using a Fisher controller
and Rosemount transmitters in 1996 at Dow Chemical. Products existed, but the
demonstrations showed problems with interoperability standards. During fall
1997, the Fieldbus Foundation began certifying interoperable equipment. The
West Sak installation during the winter of 1997 was the first oil and gas industry
project to use production Foundation Fieldbus devices.
Presently, there are arguably two major technologies vying for the title of
“the worldwide standard for process control networks”. Foundation Fieldbus and
Siemens sponsored ProfiBus PA. ProfiBus PA has greater acceptance in
Europe and leverages its discrete network technology base. Foundation
Fieldbus has the advantage in the Americas and Japan due to manufacturer
acceptance and product availability. Nonetheless, the all-digital network
technologies are similar (RS-485 twisted pair) and evolved from a common past.
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Figure 4.3 illustrates the timeline of five divisions, mergers, and product
introductions for the competing fieldbus standards [adapted from 12 pg. 2].

World FIP
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‘86

'87

’88
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‘90

‘91

‘92

‘93

‘94

‘95

‘96
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Figure 4.3 Progress of Different Fieldbus Standards
4.3 Communications Model
The Foundation Fieldbus communication model consists of three main
parts, the physical layer, the communication stack, and the user application.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the communication system using the Open Systems
Interconnect (OSI) model [adapted from 14 and 15].
Each layer in the model is responsible for the format and transmission of
the message. Note that only layers 1, 2 and 7 of the OSI model correspond
directly to the Foundation Fieldbus model. Foundation Fieldbus maps the
Fieldbus Message Specification Layer to the Data Link Layer (DLL) with the
Fieldbus Access Sub-layer, thus bypassing the OSI layers 3 through 6. From a
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user perspective, one should be concerned only with the Physical Layer and the
User Application ellipse. The rest of the communication is bundled into a
package called the “Communications Stack.” The standard OSI model does not
contain a User Application Layer as described in the Fieldbus model. Figure 4.5
shows the contribution and message size for each of the layers within the
Fieldbus Model [adapted from 14 and 15].
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!..III
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I

Physical Layer

Figure 4.4. Foundation Fieldbus - Open Systems Interconnect Model
Data from the higher level layer are encoded with the current layer and
passed down to the next lower layer. Each layer provides new formatting and
overhead. Note that the Fieldbus Access Sublayer adds a single octet and no
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new functionality. The remainder of this chapter presents the different layers of
the Foundation Fieldbus model. The main layers can be subdivided into
numerous sublayers categorized by functionality. A full description of the
different sublayers is beyond the scope of this presentation. Rather, the working
level “user” perspective is presented.
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Message Construction
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Physical Layer

Preamble
[1]

Start
Delimiter
[1]

DLL Protocol
Data Unit
[12 to 273]

End
Delimiter
[1]

Figure 4.5 Foundation Fieldbus Message Construction
Assuming a message block is full of user data with 251 octets, the
overhead portion of the frame is 25 octets or 9.1%. This is high compared to the
less than one percent typically associated with a purely synchronous data
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scheme. For a small block of data, such as two bytes, the overhead portion of
the frame is 92.6%. The flexibility of Foundation Fieldbus’s asynchronous data
stream has more data overhead and, thereby, lower information transmissions
rate.
4.4 Physical Layer
The physical layer, also known as the media layer, is concerned with the
communications signal structure, bit encoding, network topology, number of
devices, and wiring. This layer converts messages to/from the Data Link Layer
from/to physical signals transported via the wiring media.
The full Foundation Fieldbus H1 specification provides for several data
rate options (31.2 kbits/s, 1.0 Mbits/s and 2.5 Mbits/s), powered and unpowered
bus, current and voltage signaling, and intrinsically safe and not intrinsically safe
options. This presentation is focused on the West Sak application. The basic
Physical Layer specification follows. The selected rate was 31.2 kbits/s since this
was the only frequency for which commercial products were available and the
higher frequencies limited the network length. A 32 Volt powered bus was used
with transmitters requiring a minimum 9 volts when broadcasting. This allowed
the transmitters to communicate using the same wires that supplied device
power and further minimized the required wiring. Voltage signaling was selected
as shown in Figure 4.6 [adapted from 14 pg. 6]. Intrinsic safety refers to a wiring
technique in hazardous locations. The application required an NEC Class 1
Division II hazardous rating. Intrinsically safe wiring eliminates the sparking
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potential by passively limiting the developing potential. However, intrinsic safety
also limits the number of devices to six. The conventional North Slope design
uses Factory Mutual (FM) and Canadian Standards Association (CSA) ratings for
explosion proof instrumentation, which contains the energy from an explosion
within the device. Since the current is not limited, the number of loop powered
devices per network is maximized.

Time
Figure 4.6 Fieldbus Signal (Voltage Mode) Riding on Powered Bus
In the above diagram, the communication signal rides on the bus power.
If no device is transmitting, the voltage is constant. When a loop-powered
device is passive it draws 8 mA current, and when transmitting the instrument
draws 20 mA of power from the bus. When a loop-powered device begins
transmitting as shown in Figure 4.6, the device draws more DC power from the
bus, and the system capacitance resists this change in voltage resulting in the
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voltage decay “envelope”. When the transmitter is finished broadcasting, the
voltage returns to normal “recharging” the system capacitance.
Earlier in this chapter, we viewed the construction of the Foundation
Fieldbus message by the communication layer. The bit level signal encoding is
part of the lowest layer. The signal encoders use the Manchester Biphase L
technique, which imbeds the required data within the clock signal.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the four “biphase” elements [16 pg. 34] and encoding
rules. The period of a clock signal (starting from zero and moving positively)
establishes the interval for data encoding. Within each clock period, a single
data bit is represented. The data bit type, logical “0”, “1”, “N+” or “N-“, is
determined by recognizing the transition at the center of the clock period. A
positive transition at the center of the cycle is a logical “0” and a negative
transition is a logical “1.” In addition, the lack of transition signals specific bits.
A high signal with no transition in the middle is “N+”, and a low signal with no
transition is “N-.” These four symbols are the building blocks used to construct
and decode a Manchester biphase signal.
This method of encoding data has three advantages. First, the signal has
no direct current component. The data is detected by transitions rather than
signal level, and, therefore, can “ride” on top of the bus power supplied to the
instruments. The second advantage is synchronization. Foundation Fieldbus is
a control system network where timing for PID applications is critical, and the
clock signal is integrated into the data stream. Lastly, Manchester biphase is

less prone to noise errors. The signal receiver looks for transitions and noise
would have to change three transitions (before, in the middle and after) in order
to cause an error. In addition, if no transition were detected when one is
expected the frame could be flagged as erroneous. In summary, this
communication and wiring method combines a clock, data with simple error
detection, and instrument power all on the same pair of wires.

■J—
Logical “0”
Low-High
T ransition

Non-Data Plus
“N+”
No Transition

Logical “1”
High-Low
Transition

Non-Data Minus
“N-”
No Transition

Figure 4.7 Manchester Biphase Encoding “Rules”
However, there is a tradeoff. Because data is detected by sensing a
transition, half of the bandwidth is wasted compared to voltage level encoding
schemes. The modulation rate is [17 pg. 140]
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where
D = modulation rate, baud
R = data rate, bits per second
b = number of bits per signal element
Manchester biphase requires a minimum of one signal per element (when
transmitting alternating 1’s and 0’s) and a maximum of two signal cycles per
element (when transmitting a series of 1’s or 0’s). Using the maximum signal
cycles per element, 2, and the data rate of 31.25 kbits/s, the modulation rate is
15.6 k-baud. A voltage-level encoding scheme would have a modulation rate of
31.25 k-baud.
Figure 4.8 shows the construction of the encoded Fieldbus signals
[adapted from 16 pg. 34-36]. The first line shows the unencoded clock. The
second line shows the raw data to be encoded. The third line shows the
combined clock and data using the Manchester biphase encoding rules. The
fourth line labeled “preamble” is the first octet in a Fieldbus message. This string
of alternating ones and zeros synchronizes the receiving device’s clock with the
incoming message string. The start and stop delimiter octets are illustrated as
the last two waveforms. These include the special non-data characters N+ and
N-. The start delimiter informs the receiver of the start of intelligent data.
Similarly, the end delimiter signals the completion of the message.
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Figure 4.8 Foundation Fieldbus Signal Construction and Timing Diagram

4.5 Wiring, Topology and Signaling Consequences
Foundation Fieldbus can communicate via several media including radio,
fiber optic, and conventional wire. This discussion is limited to conventional wire.
Figure 4.9 illustrates the wiring topology concepts of main run or trunk, spurs or
laterals, and “chicken foot” or star burst.
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Fieldbus Trunk
Control Room
Equipment
________ Laterals or“Spurs” ______ /"*

V
“Star Burst” or “Chicken's Foot”

Figure 4.9 Fieldbus Wiring Topology
Fieldbus communications were designed to interconnect using existing
wiring infrastructure. This minimizes the cost of upgrading from conventional 420 mA systems to Fieldbus. However, the type of cables used directly correlates
to the length of the network and maximum number of devices connected. The
total network length is defined length of the trunk plus each lateral or spur. If
there are multiple elements such a “chicken foot”, add the wire length from the
connector to each element. The resulting total network length should not exceed
1900 meters. Although the Fieldbus network was designed for use on existing 420 mA analog-instrument cables, new Fieldbus cable is recommended for large
numbers of devices or long loops. Table 4.1 shows the cable length and
maximum distance for various wiring choices [adapted from 18 pg. 11 and 19 pg.
20]. For the West Sak implementation, all cables were new installations using
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“Standard Fieldbus” specification wires.

Table 4.1 Fieldbus Cable Options
Cable

Maximum

Characteristic

Resistance

Attenuation

Type

Distance

Impedance

Ohms/km

dB/km

meters (feet)

(Ohms)

Standard

1900 (6270)

100

22

3

Description

Multiple twisted

Fieldbus

pair with individual

Type A

and overall shield

Type B

1200 (3960)

100

56

5

Multiple twisted
pair with overall
shield

Type C

400 (1320)

Varies

132

8

Multiple twisted
pair, no shield

Type D

200 (660)

Varies

20

8

Multiple conductor
cable, no pairs or
shield

The number of devices on the loop limits the total network length. There
are numerous possibilities for network topologies. Fieldbus Foundation has
presented a guideline for the number of devices according to total network
length. This conservative guideline is shown in Table 4.2 [adapted from 18 pg.
11 and 19 pg. 20]. Fieldbus systems with lengths exceeding 10,000 meters have
successfully operated.
Although the data rate for this application is 31.25 kbits/s, examining the
performance over a broader range of frequencies helps explain the actual
Foundation Fieldbus waveforms. Figure 4.10 shows the signal attenuation at
frequencies much higher than our nominal data rate [20]. Note that as the
frequency increases the attenuation increases logarithmically.
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Number of

Table 4.2 Fieldbus Devices and Spur Length
Maximum Spur length
Total spur length for 3

Devices

for a single device

Devices at end of lateral.

1-12

120 m (394 ft)

60 m (197 ft)

13-14

90 m (295 ft)

30 m (98 ft)

15-18

60 m (197 ft)

Not recommended

19-24

30 m (98 ft)

Not recommended

25-32

1 m (3.3 ft)

Not recommended

Fieldbus Cable Attenuation

Frequency (MHz)

Figure 4.10 Attenuation at Various Frequencies for Various Cable
A square wave signal is made up of a number of frequencies and can be
expressed as a function of time as:
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(4.2)

where
t is time in seconds
s is the signal as a function of time
A is the amplitude in volts
f is the frequency in hertz
k is a summation notation representing the odd harmonic.
The following expands the first six elements of the summation in Equation 4.2.
The frequency increases with each element and the relative multiplier decreases.

(4.3)

Table 4.3 shows the relative frequency component, the nominal amplitude
and the signal attenuation at that frequency for Foundation Fieldbus Type A
cable. The fifth wave component beyond the fundamental frequency attenuates
by over 3 dB (half power), and higher frequency harmonics further decreases
logarithmically. This means that the clean square waveform transmitted at one
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end of the twisted cable appears distorted at the other end of a long cable. This
is partially because of the attenuation of the signal components at the higher
frequencies. For this reason, the actual Foundation Fieldbus signal waveform
resembles a trapezoid instead of a square and is therefore less susceptible to
distortion from high frequency attenuation. The method is called slew rate
limited signaling where each rise or fall time is no faster than 5 ms or 9.4% of the
32 ms period.
Table 4.3 Square Wave Harmonic (Component
Harmonic (k) Frequency (f)
Relative
Cable Attenuation
Amplitude (1/k)

(dB/1000’)

1

31.25 kHz

1/1

0.9

3

93.75 kHz

1/3

1.3

5

156.25 kHz

1/5

1.8

7

218.75 kHz

1/7

2.3

9

281.25 kHz

1/9

2.8

11

343.75 kHz

1/11

3.2

Another consideration of cable selection and topology is voltage drop,
which is especially important with loop powered instruments. This is depicted in
Figure 4.11 showing a segment layout with nominal cable lengths. The voltage
at the broadcasting transmitter (marked X) furthest from the control room is
determined by direct current circuit analysis. This is the “worst case” West Sak
loop where the transmitters 4 wells shown are located at the end of the well row
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and production header. For this analysis, the dark colored elements are divert
valve actuators and are not loop powered. The non-colored elements are 3051
series Rosemount transmitters and draw a nominal 8 mA current continuously
and 20 mA when broadcasting on the network. To assume the extreme worst
case, each element, whether loop powered or not and broadcasting or not,
draws the full 20 mA of current from the bus. The direct current resistance is
7.32 Ohms/1000’ for each conductor or 14.64 Ohms/1000’ for both conductors.
Table 4.4 shows the nodal analysis currents for each segment, length and
resistance for each segment, voltage drop across the segment, and nominal
voltages at specific nodes.

Figure 4.11 West Sak Foundation Fieldbus Segment Layout
The voltage loss due to cable resistance is minimal in this case. Of
course additional but minor losses are expected across terminations and the
power conditioner. However, the circuit analysis results are quite clear that for
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West Sak instrument-supply power is not a major or limiting consideration. Each
element must have a minimum of 9V available, which is far below the 30.5 volts
available to the transmitter furthest from the power supply. Because of the low
resistance cable and low current draw, little voltage drop is calculated. For this
segment design, the system power capacity could have supplied power as if all
Foundation Fieldbus devices were loop powered and each element drawing
maximum current.

Table 4.4 Bus Segment Circuit Analysis
Segment

H-l

Segment

[Length]

Segment

Current

Resistance

Voltage Drop

20 mA

[4’] 60 m

[Node] Voltage*

1.2 mV

[I] 30.580 V

(typical)
E-H

40 mA

[30’] 440 mQ

17.6 mV

[K] 30.582 V

D-E

80 mA

[15’] 220 mO

17.6 mV

[E] 30.603 V

C-D

140 mA

[15’] 220 m n

30.8 mV

[D] 30.645 V

C-G

20 mA

[15’] 220 mO

4.4 mV

[G] 30.696 V

B-C

200 mA

[15’] 220 mO

44.0 mV

[C] 30.700 V

B-F

20 mA

[6’] 90 m fl

1.8 mV

[F] 30.764 V

(typical)

(typical)

(typical)
A-B

[B] 30.768 V
280 mA

[300’] 4.4 Q

1.232 V

[A] 32.000 V

‘ Insignificant digits were added to show minor node volage changes.
System maintenance or malfunction will ultimately require that the entire
segment be removed and re-added. Therefore, when grouping instruments into
network segments, the elements should be grouped according to function, not
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just location with primary and secondary systems separated. In addition, the
manufacturer of each device should be consulted to verify any maximum
addressing limit imposed. Spare capacity is important, because the addition of a
single transmitter to a full capacity segment would require significant wiring
rework.
When installing a network, one should also consider propagation delay.
Propagation delay is the time it takes for a signal to enter the twisted-pair wire
media until the signal reaches the receiver. Propagation delay is an issue for
digital communication because delay depends on frequency. As shown earlier,
the digital signal combines an infinite number of frequencies. The greater the
difference from the fundamental frequency, the longer the propagation delay.
Thus, the delays for the higher frequency components propagate slower and can
“spill over” into adjacent signal bits. The resulting signal distortion is called jitter.
The total propagation delay for the fundamental frequency is found by multiplying
the maximum propagation delay from the media data sheet, 518 ps/ft., by the
longest length of cable (379’ from Figure 4.11), resulting in delay of 268 ns. This
is only 0.8 % of the 32 ps bit period.
The 0.8% calculation was performed only for the fundamental frequency
of 31.25 kHz. The higher frequency components will contribute more towards
distortion since the propagation delay is longer at higher frequencies. However,
the higher frequency-propagation delay data were not available from the
manufacturer of the type A standard-Fieldbus twisted-pair cable. The
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Foundation Fieldbus standard only specifies that propagation delay not exceed
1.7 ps/km from 0.25 fr to 1.25fr, where fr is the frequency corresponding to the bit
rate [16 pg. 40]. Although these upper (7.8 kHz) and lower (39 kHz) frequencies
are lower than the higher frequency harmonics, the specification is present to
assure signal distortion due to propagation delay is not the limiting factor on the
longest West Sak segment.
Although standard instrument cables can be used, the wiring is for a
network. Special attention to grounding and terminations is required.
Commercially available termination blocks assist with connecting appropriate
color-coded polarities and shields. Special blocks also provide impedance
matching terminators and power conditioning. Figure 4.12 illustrates this
function for a single device and the complexity of multiple devices [18 pg. 13 and
14 pg. 6].
The PC block is the Power Conditioner, which provides inductive isolation
to prevent the power supply from “regulating” the voltage communication.
Terminator Block (T) is placed on each end of the network to prevent ringing
reflections. The Spur Block (S) provides connections for three devices. The
Expander Block (E) allows close coupling of spurs.
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Single Device Impedance Matching

Multiple Devices Connections

Figure 4.12 Cable Connections and Impedance Matching
The wiring connections are simplified by using the commercial connection
blocks. These blocks provide the functionality of power conditioning, end-of-line
termination, and spur expansions. An example is shown in Figure 4.13 [18 pg.
18].

Figure 4.13 Impedance Matching Termination Blocks by Relcom Inc.
Although the termination blocks reduce ringing on the Fieldbus Network,
the cable impedance is not matched throughout the segment. As the wave
travels across the media, numerous connections reflect the signal causing
interference. Figure 4.14 shows the extreme cases of an impulse encountering a
short circuit [21 pg. 27], an open circuit, a balanced load, and an unbalanced
load. The ratio of the reflected to incident signal is given by [21 pg. 15]:
_ ^ L ~
P o -

(4.4)

y

L

O

where ZL is the impedance of the load and Zo is the characteristic impedance of
the transmission line.
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The characteristic impedance of the cable is given by [22 pg. 4]:

_ I
0

R +j l j t f L

\ G + j2nfC

(4,5)

where R is the series resistance of the conductor in ohms per unit length, G is
the shunt conductance in mhos per unit length, f is the frequency in hertz, C is
the capacity in farads and L is the inductance in henries. The cable
manufacturer meets the Foundation Fieldbus specification of characteristic
impedance 100 +/- 20 Ohms over the frequency range 7.8 to 39 kHz.
The Figure 4.14 examples assume ideal conditions, no-loss media and no
distortion due to frequency dependent effects. In the real world, the reflected
pulses would attenuate and the reflection would depend on frequency.The high
frequency components of a square wave would reflect differentlythan the
fundamental frequency.
For the West Sak project, the slew-rate-limited trapezoid signal mitigated
the higher frequency effects. There were no short circuit designs, and
impedance was considered only at each end of the transmission line. The end
of line condition was an open circuit, which matches the second example in
Figure 4.14. To keep signals from reflecting at the open circuit boundary, a
“terminator” was installed (Figure 4.12) with a resistive load equal to the
characteristic impedance of the wire, 100 Q. The desired effect is to match the
terminator to the wire by setting ZL = Z0 (Figure 4.14 example 3). These
terminators are built into the connection blocks and located at each end of the
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circuit help dampen the reflected signals from other impedance mismatches.
Mismatches occur at each spur and expansion block, since these blocks do not
match impedance. Mismatch conditions exist each time the trunk transmission
line splits into laterals and spurs or when a transceiver load is encountered.
Figure 4.15 shows the impedance mismatch when a spur with three legs is
encountered. With no impedance matching, 50% of the signal is reflected back
from the node. Because of the two-wire media with various lengths, different
element loads, and numerous topologies, no other impedance matching is
required by the Foundation Fieldbus standard. For a maximum length network of
1900 m, the reflections would propagate to a terminator block in a maximum time
of 7.9 microseconds, assuming a propagation velocity of 0.8 c. This is much less
than the minimum 16 microseconds from the start of a pulse to the central
transition time of the Manchester pulse. However, if longer networks are
installed and distortion is a problem, impedance matching would certainly reduce
signal distortion.
The terminators in Figure 4.12 are not entirely resistive. There is a
reactive component added by the capacitor. The 1 pF capacitor was added, not
for impedance matching, but because of the dual nature of the system. This is a
communication network and an instrument power network. The capacitors block
the DC power, since in steady state capacitors are equivalent to an open circuit.
This keeps the instrument DC power from being dropped across the resistors.
However, the reactive component negatively effects the impedance matching.
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Lastly, the Media Attachment Unit (MAU) is part of the transceiver
hardware. This performs the wave shaping and level shifting for transmitted and
received signals described in this and the previous sections. Foundation
Fieldbus protocol requires a jabber inhibitor. Jabber is a condition when a faulty
device continuously broadcasts on the transmission media interfering with
normal communications. The jabber inhibitor has the ability to self-interrupt with
no external messaging or signaling required. A window from 120 ms to 240 ms
allows normal frame transmissions, and anything larger than the upper limit is
inhibited. The MAU then resets itself after 3 seconds. Thus, a faulty device is
prohibited from continuously “storming” over the network. After resetting, if the
device error is not cleared, the broadcast is again limited to 3 seconds. No more
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than 8% of the system performance can be mired by any one faulty device [16
pg. 45]. If the messages sent by that device are continuously flagged as
erroneous, then the link master (explained in the next section) will flag the device
as “bad”, and stop polling it. Through an alarm, instrument maintenance will be
notified that the device is faulty.
4.6 Communications Stack
The Data Link Layer (DLL) manages and controls Fieldbus
communication using the Link Active Scheduler (LAS). The LAS manages the
scheduled and unscheduled communication.
Scheduled communications are regular and cyclical communications
between a data publisher and data subscriber. This concept is illustrated in
Figure 4.16 [adapted from 14 pg. 8]. The LAS maintains the list of device
addresses and transmit times required for cyclic communication. When it is time
for a device to communicate, the LAS sends a Compel Data (CD) command to
the address of the scheduled device. The message frame contains both the
source address and the destination address. This destination device, after
receiving the command, broadcasts its message to the network. This message
can be received by any device configured as a subscriber of this data. After the
allowed time has passed, the next CD command is sent to the next publishing
device on the list.
Unscheduled messages are sent during pauses between scheduled
messages. The LAS uses a Pass Token (PT) message to give a device
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“unscheduled” permission to broadcast on the network. Once a device receives
this token, it can broadcast to single or multiple network devices. Figure 4.17
illustrates the unscheduled message communication concept [adapted from 14
pg. 9].
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Figure 4.16 Scheduled Data Transfer
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Figure 4.17 Unscheduled Data Transfer
The highest priority function for the LAS is scheduled communication. In
addition to the token passing function, the LAS performs other operations during
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the unscheduled period. These additional unscheduled operations include Live
List Maintenance, Data Link Time Synchronization, and LAS redundancy. The
LAS keeps a Live List of any device that can receive and process the pass token
message. During the unscheduled period, the LAS polls “unlisted” addresses. If
a response is received, the new address is added to the Live List. If an address
does not respond to the pass token, it is removed from the Live List. Data Link
Time Synchronization operation is performed when the LAS sends the latest
time to all devices on the network. The clock is imbedded into the signal to allow
bit and frame synchronization, but the time synchronization sets a common time
base for all devices. Time synchronization is important because time dependent
functions are often executed within the user-application function blocks. Finally,
the LAS provides redundancy. If the “master” LAS were to fail, other Link
Masters would take over the LAS functions. For example, if the control room
controller were to fail, the field devices could continue to operate indefinitely.
The devices on the loop could continue to operate with full closed loop control,
although the control room is “blind” until the failed “controller” is returned to
service. In essence, the traditional control room equipment acts as only a
window to the process rather than a controller of the process.
The Fieldbus Access Sublayer (FAS) maps the Fieldbus Message
Specification Layer to the DLL using the scheduled and unscheduled messages.
The FAS services are described by three Virtual Communication Relationships.

These relationships are Client/Server, Report Distribution, and
Publisher/Subscriber.
The Client/Server relationship is for unscheduled, user-initiated
communication. Examples of such communication include an operator changing
a device setpoint, mode, or alarm. The operator only wants to communicate with
a single device to upload or download the device configuration or diagnostics.
The data requestor is the client and the provider is the server. This one-to-one
communication is unscheduled and facilitated by the Pass Token cycle of the
LAS.
The Publisher/Subscriber relationship is a one-to-many communication
that typically takes place during the Compel Data cycle described earlier. One
device publishes its data to multiple network users. The most frequent user of
this relationship is the broadcast of process variables from one device to multiple
users. Only the most current data are relevant in this process communication.
The Report Distribution Virtual Communication Relationship is used
during unscheduled, one-to-many communication. The Pass Token facilitated
message has several recipients and is typically used to send process alarms and
trend reports.
The top layer of the standard message model is the Fieldbus Message
Specification (FMS) layer. The FMS layer provides standard communication
formats, message services and protocol behavior to shuttle the data between the
User Application and the Fieldbus Access Sublayer. These standard services
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are listed in Table 4.5. An event driven example that uses each of the message
sen/ices is one device reads the process data of another device and uploads and
starts a program within that device. This example could be a diagnostic routine
after an alarm, or a simple software upgrade for a transmitter. The protocol
portion of the FMS facilitates the remote program control of one device by
another.

VCR Type
Purpose

Table 4.5 Summary of Virtual Communication Relationships
Client / Server
Report Distribution
Publisher / Subscriber
Operator Messages

Event Notification

Data Publishing

Trend Reports
Typical

•

Setpoint Changes

Action

•

Mode Changes

alarms to

process variables to

•

Tuning Changes

operator consoles

PID control block

•

Upload / Download

•

Alarm Management

reports to data

process monitoring

•

Access display

historians

consoles

•

•

Send process

•

Send transmitter

and operator

Send trend

views
•

Remote Diagnostics

Table 4.6 Field bus Message Specification Communication Services
Communication Types Description
Services
Context Management

Establish, release and check

•

Initiate communication

Services

status of Virtual

•

Abort communication

Communication Relationships

•

Reject improper service

•

Read device status

•

Send device status

•

Identify type & version

•

Read OD

Object Dictionary (OD) Object Dictionaries (OD)
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contain an index of object

•

Start OD load

descriptions utilized by the

•

Load OD into a device

device application

•

Stop an OD load

Variable Access
Services

Allows user application to
access and change variables
of an individual object
description

Event Services

Facilitates user application
event reporting and
management
Upload and download
software for a particular
device

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Read variable
Write variable
Send information report
Define a variable list
Delete variable list
Report an event
Acknowledge an event
Disable / enable event
Request upload
Initiate upload
Read device data
Stop upload
Request download
Initiate download
Send service data
Stop download
Create program object
Delete program object
Start program
Stop program
Resume program
Reset
Kill

Services

Upload / Download
Services

Program Invocation
Services

Allows program execution in
one device controlled by
another device

4.7 User Application - Function Blocks
This completes the presentation of the communication stack, the OSI
model layers Physical, Data Link, Fieldbus Access Sublayer and Fieldbus
Message Specification. Foundation Fieldbus devices must use these layers to
communicate. Comprehensive knowledge of the communication stack details is
not critical for the typical user. In fact, most manufacturers do not develop their
own communication stack. Rather, manufacturers license the firmware and
incorporate the technology by adding the supplier computer chip in their device.
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own communication stack. Rather, manufacturers license the firmware and
incorporate the technology by adding the supplier computer chip in their device.
The device manufacturers focus their attention on the function blocks within the
user application. These blocks are the “top layer” of the Fieldbus
communications model shown previously in Figure 4.4.
The user application has the focus of the manufacturers because this is
the area for product differentiation. This user application is where the
manufacturers leverage their previous investments in microprocessor control with
“smart instruments”. The higher power processor with deeper instrument
integration translates to more function blocks and higher marketability.
The User Application Layer is where the user configures the
measurement and control system with predefined objects. Configuring this
“object oriented” programming consists of selecting appropriate bocks from the
device menu, functionally connecting the blocks with signal lines, and entering
required block parameters. Within the User Application Layer, there are three
types of blocks: Resource, Function, and Transducers. The Resource Block
contains the device description including the name, manufacturer and serial
number. There are presently 29 Function Blocks that can be incorporated into a
single device. Table 4.7 lists the 10 basic control Function Blocks. The
remaining blocks are used for advanced control functions. The Function Block
list is expected to grow to reflect exotic controls and calculations demanded by
niche process control industries. The Transducer Block contains the sensor type
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and calibration information. There is typically one transducer block for each
input or output function.

Table 4.7 Basic Control Function B ocks
Function Block Name
Symbol
Analog Input

Al

Analog Output

AO

Bias

B

Control Selector

CS

Discrete Input

Dl

Discrete Output

DO

Manual Loader

ML

Proportional Derivative Controller

PD

Proportional Integral Derivative Controller

PID

Ratio

RA

The concept of Function Blocks within the field instruments distributes the
control from the PLC to the field devices. Please refer to Figures 4.1 and 4.2 at
the start of this chapter. There are four obvious advantages. The first is the
ability of the instrument to send and receive multiple variables. For example, a
Coriolis meter senses the mass of the liquid flow. To get a total flow, the
instrument uses temperature compensation. Temperature is one of several
process variables that could be communicated once the restriction of a single 420 mA variable is removed. In addition to the analog data provided by the Al
function blocks, discrete information is available. In this example, the alarms for
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low pressure and high flow are contained within the respective instruments,
rather than being tested by the PLC.
The second advantage is wiring. The multi-drop wiring allows all
instruments to communicate over a single pair of wires. This drastically
decreases the infrastructure in cabling, terminations, junction boxes, I/O
modules, and control room panel space.
The third advantage is distributed control. In this example, the PLC is not
the most critical device. Rather the field devices communicate and control the
process. Notice that the PID controllers have been moved from the PLC to the
control valves. These controllers receive the process signals from the
instruments and control the split range flow. For example, the valve (and
controller) FV-123A control over the low flow range and valve (and controller)
FV-123B control over the large flow range. Both valves could also monitor the
pressure signal from PIT-123 and bias their operation based upon low pressure.
All of this control could take place without PLC control processing. Typically the
PLC would be designated the “master” node. However, if the interface card or
PLC failed to operate, the field instruments could take control of the loop and
continue to operate.
The fourth advantage is field diagnostics. From the remote PC, an
operator or maintenance technician could view the entire process and check the
health and welfare of each instrument on the Fieldbus network. From the
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comfort of their office or main control room, the technicians could perform the
following:
•

Check PIT-123 internal seal temperature for possible impulse line freezing

•

Modify the total flow calculation in FIT-123

•

Monitor the motor load during operation of FV-123A

•

Perform a hysteresis check on valve FV-123B.
These concepts are not new to the process control industry. Various

aspects of these advantages are currently available from different instrument
and control equipment manufacturers. The innovation is that all of these
features are available in a single package from multiple manufacturers using a
nonproprietary standard.
4.8 Scheduling
Figure 4.18 shows an example Foundation Fieldbus segment with three
devices and several function blocks, and Figure 4.19 represents the
corresponding Link Active Scheduler (LAS) timing. This example relates the
concepts of function blocks and system timing. In Figure 4.18, the instrument
control loop has a temperature transmitter and a flow transmitter, each with an
Analog Input (Al) block. The process data are broadcast to the valve actuator,
which contains two PID controllers that output to a ratio controller (RA) block.
The final Analog Output (AO) is used to control the valve position and provide
feedback to the PID algorithms. Connections between devices represent both
functional relationships between blocks and network communications between
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devices. The PID, RA and AO function blocks exist within and are executed by
the actuator device. Besides the requirement for input signals to the PID
controllers, no scheduled network communication is required.
Two input process variables are represented in the example, temperature
and flow. Flow is the primary control-variable and is a fast process compared to
the temperature changes. Temperature biases the fluid flow through the valve
via a ratio controller.

Temperature Transmitter [Device 1]

Valve Actuator [Device 3]
PID

Al

OUT

IN

OUT
CAL IN

______________ I
PID
Al

OUT

IN

OUT
CAL IN
IN

Flow Transmitter [Device 2]
AO
1CAL_
)UT

RA

IN

OUT

IN'

Figure 4.18 Example Segment with Function Blocks
For this “real time” control application, the sequence and timing of inputs,
control calculations and output must be repeated exactly. If time varied from one
cycle to the next, the overall dynamic system lag time would be different, and
consequently, the PID loop tuning parameters would be different. Therefore, the
scheduled communication on the Foundation Fieldbus segment is repeated
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regularly. The unscheduled communication takes place between and after the
scheduled cycles.
Figure 4.19 shows the timing cycles for each device and the overall
network. Each function block has an offset parameter from the beginning of the
LAS start of cycle time. All devices know the LAS cycle time and are
synchronized to the LAS schedule. The “macrocycle” is a single iteration of the
schedule within a device. Since temperature change is a relatively slow process,
the temperature macrocycle with Al block is performed only once per every 10
LAS cycles. The faster flow process requires that the Device 2 macrocycle
containing the Al block be executed every LAS cycle.
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The LAS Synchronous line shows the scheduled network communication.
After Device 1 and 2 have adequate time to execute their Al function blocks, the
LAS issues a Compel Data command successively to each transmitter. Each
transmitter in turn broadcasts its data on the network to the data subscribers. In
this case, Device 3 subscribes to each process variable.
The Device 3 macrocycle performs the temperature PID once every 10
cycles and the flow PID, ratio control and AO to the actuator each LAS
macrocycle. The time offset is important. The temperature PID algorithm cannot
be performed until the process data has been received. Likewise, the flow PID
calculations take place after the flow data has been received, and the Ratio
Controller and AO block follow sequentially. Since these blocks are fully
contained within the actuator device. No additional scheduled Fieldbus
communications take place.
The unscheduled communications, such as live list maintenance, alarms,
report distribution, and master clock updates, are performed outside the
scheduled communication period. The last line in the Figure 4.19 timing diagram
shows when the unscheduled, token-ring communications take place. After the
LAS period is complete, the cycle repeats. In this way, precise and constant
intervals required by control system operations are executed.
Since the system is deterministic, if a device fails to respond in the
required amount of time or the frame data contains errors, the cycle must
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continue. Appropriate errors are generated, but the PID function blocks continue
to update (by default) based upon the last viable input data.
The overall LAS schedule period is determined by the number of devices,
number of function blocks, complexity of function block sequencing, and time
between scheduled events. The more devices and blocks, the longer the LAS
period, and the longer the total system lag time. Typically, the schedule spacing
is 25 ms with the total LAS schedule between the specification limits of 250 ms
and 5 seconds. The schedule spacing is user configurable. This allows for very
complex control for a few devices or simple control for the maximum 16-device
limit.
The DeltaV LAS configuration tool was programmed for an upper limit of
64 function blocks. This requires 1.6 seconds of scheduled communication time
in the LAS cycle if each function block broadcasts during a cycle. However,
since the minimum schedule spacing is configurable and not all function blocks
broadcast, the 64 block limitation is arbitrary.
Finally scheduled and unscheduled communication times tradeoff
performance. If a 250 ms LAS cycle were configured for mostly scheduled
communication with very little time left for unscheduled, the scheduled loops
would be “fast” but unscheduled activities such as program updates would be
long. In contrast, a 5 second LAS cycle for only a few devices would be
comparatively “slow” control with a long system lag time, but would process
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reports and update programs very quickly since most of the cycle was left over
for unscheduled communications.
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5. Network Architecture Applied and Working at West Sak
5.1 Architecture
The vision of an all-digital control systems network was presented in
Chapter 3 and provided the basis for comparison and evaluation of competing
technologies. Foundation Fieldbus with the DeltaV system (Fisher brand
controller and human-machine interface software) was chosen as the network
that best met that vision. This chapter describes the successes and failures of
applying the all-digital drill site concept. Figure 5.1 shows a block diagram of the
overall instrumentation and control system architecture as applied at West Sak.
At the Central Processing Facility (CPF) are three Windows NT interfacing
PC’s. The automation office PC allows system configuration and program
modifications, the maintenance shop computer makes operational and
diagnostic data available to technicians, and the main CPF control room machine
provides required access for daily operation and monitoring tasks. The
distributive control system (DCS) interface is required for historical logging and
production test reporting.
All communications between the drill site control room and the CPF is
accomplished via microwave including two 10BaseT Ethernet networks and
telephone lines. Two 10BaseT Ethernet networks are required because the
DeltaV system does not permit any foreign connections to the network. Any
“outside” host communications must take place through a separate network card
on the drill site master PC.
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Figure 5.1 West Sak Architecture Block Diagram
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The drill site has three DeltaV controllers. Two controllers split the
processing load, each with 32 wells, and the third controller processes the
auxiliary systems’ requirement. The entire electrical module network interface is
Modbus, and the field interface is primarily Foundation Fieldbus.

5.2 Field Instruments
The bulk of the analog control instrumentation was purchased from
Emerson Electronics, parent owners of Rosemount (transmitters, vortex flow
meters), Elomatic (electric motor operated valves), Fisher (process controller and
controls valves), and Micromotion (coriolis meters). Each of these instruments
were intelligent and provided multivariable communication. However, only the
wellhead field instruments were incorporated into the Foundation Fieldbus
network at the start-up in December 1997.
The production test meter instruments, control valves, coriolis meter,
vortex flow meter, Phase Dynamics meter, and level instrument were installed as
conventional instruments. With the exception of the Phase Dynamics meters
and level instrument, all of the production test-meter instruments were purchased
as Foundation Fieldbus instruments, but were installed conventionally. Upgrade
to full Foundation Fieldbus capability was delayed until the January 2000,
because these instruments had not passed the interoperability tests and were
available only as “beta” equipment. It was not desirable to enter a beta
agreement, so the production-testing skid was wired with 4-20 mA and HART.
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The upgrade to full Foundation Fieldbus instruments was simple because the
pressure transmitters used the new technology, and the upgrade equipment was
simply added to the existing network when the transmitter communication cards
were replaced. In this way, the criteria from Chapter 3 were both met and
broken, no beta equipment was used, but upgrades were allowed.
5.3 All-Digital Network
The criteria for all digital networking had similar mixed (but posititve)
results. Chapter 3 required a single digital network to interface to all instruments.
The final solution required two networks, one in the field, Foundation Fieldbus,
and one in the control room, Modbus. Centrilift (a Baker Hughes company)
provided the down-hole pumps and variable frequency drive controllers. Their
standard equipment provided local operator control through an interface panel
mounted to the front of the drive cabinet. Standard remote monitoring used
conventional 4-20 mA analog control signaling. The manufacturer was
experimenting with proprietary control communications when the West Sak
project started. After sharing the all-digital vision with Centrilift, they were able to
produce an open architecture solution using Modbus in time for the project start
up. Foundation Fieldbus technology was beyond Centrilift’s scope of
technological focus.
Nonetheless, the all digital drill site was realized with significant capital
savings. Less than 3% of the instrumentation and control equipment was
installed using conventional methods. This 3% was “hard wired” for safety or
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because existing packaged equipment at Kuparuk was reused. The overall
reductions for networked equipment terminations were more than 75%.
A recent National Electric Code change helped facilitate these cost
savings. Previously, wiring through a classified environment, such as well head
and yard equipment, required either intrinsic safety wiring or special cabling,
conduit or mineral insulated cables, which prevented the propagation of
explosive gasses from a classified environment to a junction box. The new code
change allowed Hazardous Location (HL) armored cables to transition between
classified and unclassified environments as long as the HL cable had a seal at
one end. This meant that an armored, flexible, and single pair cable was run
from the Fieldbus spur to each instrument with minimized cost.
By reducing the total wiring requirements, the challenge (chapter 3) of
reducing controller input/output cards by 90% was realized. Since the number of
terminations and I/O cards was reduced, a corresponding 80% reduction in
control room instrument panel space was estimated. Instead of four panels
costing approximately $50,000 total, the conventional wiring would have required
over 20 panels at an estimated cost of $250,000 not including engineering and
design. Conventional instrumentation required approximately 1/3 of the controlroom panel-space, but represented less than 5% of the instrumentation for the
64 well drill site. This comparison punctuates the network solution’s savings.
Although only 25 wells were drilled during the first project phase, the
control room infrastructure for the entire 64 wells was implemented.
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5.4 Remote Operation and Diagnostics
In order to make the drill site remotely operable, all normal daily tasks
would require automation and remote monitoring. West Sak drill sites were
automated to the point at which a single visit to the site is required per week.
The operator simply drives around the drill pad, visibly inspecting for major leaks.
Otherwise, all normal operations are performed from the main CPF control room.
The production well flow-testing is performed by the controller sequencing the
appropriate motor operated control valves, sensing the production test meter
ready status, and recording the test results. The operation is automated to the
point where each well can be tested in a single day rather than twice per month.
A significant operational feature is the ability to put a well into “test mode,”
measure the produced oil, water, and gas, and then modify the parameters of
the down-hole pump. The operator gets actual process feedback from the
performance optimizations, rather than having to wait two weeks for the
traditional well testing cycle.
All relevant down hole pump VSD controller information is available over
the Modbus network. There is nothing the operator can do locally that isn’t
available at the main control room, with the exception of password protected
specification limit changes for equipment safety reasons.
The well head instrumentation is all remotely viewable. Daily well house
visits to the well pad’s 64 well heads (and potentially over 550+ West Sak wells)
is not required. The surface safety valve is locally and remotely triggered and
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electrically interlocked with the corresponding down-hole pump. The surface
safety valve position (open, closed, or transition) is available remotely. The pre
packaged and self-contained valve provides more control and faster operation at
$7,500 per unit instead of over $25,000 for the local-only valves used for
Kuparuk. Because of remote operations, the well house controls and enclosure
costs were reduced to less than 25% of the cost for the traditional $100,000
Kuparuk structure.
Maintenance diagnostics are similarly available. Maintenance technicians
can remotely view the health and welfare of an instrument from the comfort of
the maintenance shop office. Operation and maintenance access is available to
anyone that has correct privileges and system passwords. This drill site can be
operated and monitored from anywhere ARCO provides access, either on-site or
at remote locations.
5.5 Design Flexibility
The new network architecture proved extremely flexible as illustrated by
the following examples. Permafrost required electrical heat trace on the top
2300-feet of submersed well casings. It was feared that the 60 to 70 degree
fluids would cool 10 to 20 degrees before reaching the surface and the
production heater, thus further slowing production. Heat trace control panels
were placed in the field along the pipe rack, one for each four production wells,
and general trouble alarms were required for each controller. Rather than wire
these alarms to the control room, connections were made to the closest Elomatic
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control valve. The discrete inputs were connected over Foundation Fieldbus
similar to the surface safety valve control signals. Again, Elomatic with
Foundation Fieldbus eliminated the requirement for 32 discrete signal wire-pairs
dispersed along the trunk piping connecting to the control room and four 8channel discrete input cards.
Heat trace was also required for surface piping. The circuit trouble alarms
were normally “ganged” together and output a single “electrical heat trace
ti'ouble” signal to the main control room. For a typical Kuparuk fault, the main
control room operator would report the fault to an electrician. The electrician
would travel out to the drill site heat trace control panel to troubleshoot and
determine if secondary freeze protection was required. If required, the
electrician would contact the main control room for appropriate action by the
local operator. The heat trace manufacturer was asked to report alarms via
Modbus. Not only would the system report the exact circuit and associated
process pipe, but would also indicate the end-of-circuit temperature. By applying
our network strategy, significantly more operation and maintenance information
was available at incremental cost.
The third example is the requirement for down-hole pressure and
temperature process data. A pressure and temperature transmitter was added
at the submersible pump discharge. The connected “i-wire” reported the signals
via a proprietary signal to an interface panel in the control room. The
manufacturer, Baker Oil Tool, normally provides a 4-20 mA analog output for
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each signal (64 for the full drill site). Instead, Baker was asked to provide the
signals via Modbus to the existing network. This method saved an additional 64
analog inputs (8 modules), wiring and associated panel space.
5.6 Programming and Functional Checkout
One unanticipated benefit was the reduced time required to commission
an instrument. Foundation Fieldbus is a “plug and play” technology.
Traditionally a Kuparuk transmitter required 3 to 4 hours to calibrate and
commission. Since Foundation Fieldbus is a true digital architecture, no
instrument range calibration is required. After a transmitter is added to the
network, the configuration is dragged from the Fisher DeltaV controller library
and dropped onto the “waiting” transmitter. Although this procedure was new to
the functional checkout team, each transmitter was running within 20 minutes of
start. Instead of requiring over a day to setup each well, the commissioning
team took spent less than two hours.
Similar time was saved in expanding the controller programming to add a
well. The user interface for the DeltaV controller is a Microsoft Windows
compatible program and utilizes the standard graphic user interface tools. Fully
programmed production and injection “wells” exist in the customized library. To
add a well or change its type, the programmer simply “drags and drops” the well
into place and “search and replace” the well designation. What took over a day
to program and test, now takes minutes. These results are consistent with
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results from other industrial applications using Foundation Fieldbus and DeltaV
[23 and 24].
5.7 Documentation and Expandability
Since the number of wires is greatly reduced, the complexity of the
required termination and wiring diagrams are also reduced by a proportional
amount. Only 5 sheets is required to document a 4 well segment instead of the
28 loop diagrams required by the Kuparuk standard design. The first sheet
shows the PLC to yard junction box details, and the remaining sheets show the
well head connections. Since all connections for the junction boxes are
illustrated, no additional connection diagrams are required. A conservative
estimate of the documentation reduction resulting from the application of network
technologies is approximately 40%. This savings in paper directly translates the
savings in engineering and design time to generate those documents.
All of the “home run” network cables (cabling from the yard boxes to the
control room instrument panel) were installed during the first phase construction
of 25 wells at each of the two West Sak drill sites. When the remaining wells are
drilled to complete the sites with 64 wells at each site, the scope of work is the
30-foot distance between the trunk and well bore. The rest of the required
infrastructure is in place. The piping spools are connected to existing header
taps, and the new instrumentation is connected to existing Foundation Fieldbus
loops and “home run” wiring. In the electrical module, the network drops to the
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new VSD’s are simply expanded. The engineering and construction expense to
add or modify a well is thus drastically reduced.
5.8 Limitations
Each West Sak drill site was designed for a 64 well capacity
(approximately 1/8 of the planned West Sak development). The Foundation
Fieldbus loops included four wells per segment and 16 segments. The network
must accommodate two producers and two injectors, three producers and one
injector, or three injectors and one producer. The corresponding number of
network nodes is 12, 14 and 10 respectively. The DeltaV controller was
designed to accommodate a maximum of 16 instruments due to addressing
conventions [25] or a total of 64 function blocks. The 16 instruments were seen
as a practical upper limit due to loop-powered instrument power consumption.
For drill sites, this constraint limits the segment flexibility.
Section 4.5 showed calculations that instrument power was not a limiting
factor. Signal distortion created by impedance mismatch, frequency selective
attenuation and propagation delay, were also not limiting. This means that the
West Sak design is limited by controller addressing and number of function
blocks. Because of the 16 instrument and 64 function-block limits, future
Kuparuk area wells are designed with fewer than four wells per Foundation
Fieldbus segment.
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5.9 Analog and Discrete Function Blocks
Foundation Fieldbus was designed for the process control industry. The
West Sak application implemented and benefited from most of the Foundation
Fieldbus features with the exception of analog control. Most of the function
blocks were for monitoring and remote control, rather than closed-loop control.
Processing of PID control algorithms within field instruments was not required.
Foundation Fieldbus has been labeled a network system for analog control, and
its applicability to mixed analog and discrete control projects has been
questioned. The West Sak application dispels the criticism. Approximately half
of the function blocks for the West Sak application were applied for discrete
control processing. Competing systems require the separation of analog and
discrete to separate and individual architectures.
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6. New North Slope Field Standard
The West Sak project started successfully and produced its first oil on
December 26, 1997. Since then, the design was duplicated for the new West
Sak drill site 1C for the remaining Phase-I 25 wells. Foundation Fieldbus was
heralded as a success by all parties involved: the field owners, the engineering
and design contractor, the construction contractor, operations, maintenance and
the various equipment suppliers.
If the West Sak project (or new oil field) were being designed today, the
equipment options and tools available would be different. The number of
suppliers with certified Foundation-Fieldbus-interoperable products has grown.
The current list includes more than standard pressure, temperature and flow
transmitters. Exotic instrumentation from multiple vendors includes vortex
shedders, coriolis meters, magnetic flow meters, and analyzers. More brands of
interface equipment are now available including Rockwell (Allen Bradley),
Honeywell, Smar and Yokogawa. Test equipment that can “ring out” and verify
cabling applicability to Fieldbus communications is now for sale. New field
instruments convert discrete signals to Foundation Fieldbus. (This new device
could be applied to the SSV junction box instead of wiring the discrete signals to
the Elomatic divert valves.) Most importantly, a new design today would benefit
from the established track record of Foundation Fieldbus working with the
applied topology in a severe environment.
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The previous chapters outlined how network technologies, specifically
Foundation Fieldbus, leveraged the overall drill site design to make West Sak oil
economically producible. They also explained how competing options were
evaluated. Foundation Fieldbus should be a first option candidate on similar
North Slope satellite-field development projects. Of course, each project has
unique features and challenges. However, the flexibility of this design makes it
adaptable for most applications. The reader is encouraged to use this document
and the referenced material as a development guidebook.
The success was not simply due to the technology. There were several
global concepts that facilitated the West Sak innovations. These concepts were:
•

Participation from all affected teams. When considering such a drastic
change in design, assure adequate representation from the various affected
groups, operations, instrument maintenance, project engineers, automation,
and information technology. Although cumbersome, including these varied
perspectives is critical for both new ideas and project acceptance. Delegates
from these groups often “sold” the West Sak vision to their respective teams.
With participation comes accommodation. This concept cannot be over
emphasized, because the implementation of this technology and resulting
step-change in operation and maintenance philosophy is a “culture shock” to
the parent organization. The true advantages of Foundation Fieldbus are
diminished by an organization that is not tolerant of change.
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•

Total Life Cycle Solution. When engineering a capital funded project,
especially as an engineering contractor, incentives exist to focus on speed of
delivery and minimizing capital expenditures. Network technologies did
provide significant up-front capital savings. However, the biggest savings are
anticipated in long term operations. At 300 barrels a day per well, the West
Sak focus was appropriately long-term operations and maintenance.

•

Challenge the status quo. The West Sak development team was directed to
“think outside the box” and challenge the status quo. This overused, but
generally under-practiced phrase was the mantra of the team. Every custom
was questioned. Kuparuk standards were scrutinized. Most status
challenges were defeated by conventional wisdom, but some lead to
innovation (network controls, self contained SSV, and no process modules).

•

Partnerships. When dealing with new technologies, it is important to align
equipment providers’ goals with those of the overall project. Approaching the
logic controller vendor with an idea to decrease I/O purchases by 90% results
in little cooperation. Partnering with them to show long term development
potential and recurring purchases are mutually beneficial for the supplier and
field owners. Although West Sak technologies were implemented with
operational intent and focus, the design was a “showcase” of technology in
an adverse environment. This benefited everyone associated with the
project.
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•

Start Early. Arco Alaska Inc. recognized the value of “front-end loaded”
engineering. The West Sak engineering team was chartered almost a year
before detailed design commenced. This allowed adequate time for research
into new technologies. The net savings are obvious. If the engineering team
launched directly into detailed design and estimates, the Kuparuk standard
drill site would have been the template, and projected cost would most likely
have cancelled West Sak development.

Not only did the overall design become a template for future West Sak
drill sites, the standard was set for development of satellite field development.
Shortly after West Sak construction began, Arco Alaska Inc., announced the
development plans for a new satellite field, Tarn. This oil was graded higher and
expected to produce faster than even the Kuparuk wells. In addition to Tarn,
Tabasco implemented the West Sak template in 1999. Larger Kuparuk drill site
expansions planned for 2000 are designed to use Foundation Fieldbus
instrumentation and controls.
Network technologies helped leverage the drill site design for a previously
uneconomic field. Imagine the bottom line impact for a field that “justified”
conventional design expenditures. The West Sak template was customized for
Tarn. The field produced “first oil” within 14 months of project initiation and well
within the budget requirements [6 pg. 11]. Foundation Fieldbus was heralded as
a project leveraging and enabling technology. The reader is similarly
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encouraged to use the information contained in this document and list of
references to examine how a similar engineering and design approach and the
application of network technologies can result in significant innovation. This
technology makes marginal projects profitable and profitable projects even more
profitable.
In summary, Table 6.1 lists the reductions directly attributed to or
leveraged by the implementation of networked technology at West Sak.
Table 6.1 West Sak Summary Cost Reductions
Conservative reduction in
Drill Site Component
conventional drill site design
Trunk and lateral piping

60%

Number of control terminations

85%

Reduced home run wiring

90%

Reduced I/O card requirement

90%

Panel space (control room and junction boxes)

70%

Functional check-out time / well

85%

Routine “local” operations

100%

Installed cost per well house

75%

Instrument drawings and documentation

60%

Incremental well addition programming

90%

Incremental well engineering

90%
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Glossary

Note: not all terms, units and acronyms used in this thesis are defined in this
glossary. It is assumed that the reader has a basic electrical engineering
background, but may not be familiar with oil field and industrial applications.

bbl - Barrels of fluid (at standard temperature and pressure) per day
Al - Analog Input (to logic controller)
AO - Analog Output (from logic controller)
CPF- Central Processing Facility - Facilities that gather production fluids from
drill sites for processing. Crude oil, gas, water and solids are separated
and treated. Gas is compressed for artificial lift or for return to the
reservoir. Water is treated and pumped for reservoir waterflood. The
CPF also has a control room where remote processes are monitored.
CPU - Central Processing Unit - also refers to the PLC module or card that
contains the processing chip.
CSA - Canadian Standards Association - An authority for rating and testing
industrial equipment
Dl - Discrete Input (to logic controller)

DLL - Data Link Layer - The first layer of the Fieldbus communication model
containing the basic wiring and communication waveform creation and
decoding. See Chapter 4.
DO - Discrete Output (from logic controller)
Divert Valves - Valves (typically ball) used to divert production fluid flow from
the production header to the test separator header/
Down Hole - Refers to well equipment located below the surface of the drill site,
typically at the bottom of the well pipe string.
Drill Site - Facilities located on the gravel drill pad where numerous well heads
are centralized. These facilities combine all process fluids for piping
transport to the CPF and distribute the lift gas, water and injection gas to
the appropriate wells.
FAS - Fieldbus Access Sublayer - The third layer of the Fieldbus
communication model located between the Data Link Layer and the
Fieldbus Message Specification layer. See Chapter 4.
FF - Foundation Fieldbus - Instrument and control systems network protocol
FI - Flow Indicator - Typically an electronic indicator used for local display of
flow rates compensated for pressure and temperature.
FIT - Flow Indicating Transmitter - An electronic transmitter that converts the
local process variable, flow (differential pressure, turbine, magnetic flow,
vortex shedder, coriolis), to signal for remote monitoring and control.
FM - Factory Mutual - An authority for rating and testing industrial equipment
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FMS - Fieldbus Message Specification - The top layer of the Fieldbus
communication model that translates information from the User
Application to the communication stack. See Chapter 4
FV - Flow Valve - Automated valve (usually globe) used to control fluid flow,
typically contains a local valve stem position controller
H1 - The Foundation Fieldbus instrument control protocol for field
communications
H2 - The Foundation Fieldbus protocol for host or “peer to peer”
communications
HART - Highway Addressable Remote Transmitter - Digital instrument
communications system protocol
HCV - Hand Control Valve - Hardened trim, manual operated control “choke”
valve used for controlling fluid flow typically with high differential pressure
In-Fill - Refers to the incremental addition of wells to an existing drill site
I/O - PLC input and output interface cards and points, either discrete or analog
LAS - Link Active Scheduler - Device that manages the scheduled and
unscheduled communication on the digital network
PAH - Pressure Alarm High
PAL - Pressure Alarm Low
PI - Pressure Indicator - A local-display pressure gauge with dial indicator
PID - Proportional - Integral - Derivative - A closed-loop feedback control
algorithm

PIT - Pressure Indicating Transmitter - An electronic transmitter that converts
the local process variable, pressure, to a signal for remote monitoring and
control
PLC - Programmable Logic Controller
Production Heater - Gas fired heater located at the drill site to raise the
production fluids temperature before shipping to the central processing
facilities
PSH - Pressure Switch High - Either electronic or hydraulic
PSL - Pressure Switch Low - Either electronic or hydraulic
PT - Pass Token - message to give a device “unscheduled” permission to
broadcast on the network
ROV - Remote Operated Valve - Typically refers to on/off control
Shut-in or Remote Shut-in - Refers to the manual or automatic isolation of
hydraulic energy typically by closing a valve.
SSV - Surface Safety Valve - A fail-safe, hydraulically operated valve located at
the well head, designed to close due to over-pressure from the well or
under-pressure due to a pipe leak or break. The assembly includes the
gate valve, actuator, hydraulic control panel, manual emergency shut-in
switch, and pressure switches (hydraulic pilot or electronic with solenoid)
Sea-Lift - Large process modules shipped to the North Slope by barge. These
buildings are too large to ship via truck.
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Test Separator - Vessel and associated instruments located at the drill site to
separate and measure the fluid components from a particular well.
Tl - Temperature Indicator - A local display thermometer with dial indicator
TIT- Temperature Indicating Transmitter - An electronic transmitter that converts
the local process variable, temperature, to a signal for remote monitoring
and control
Tree or Christmas Tree - Refers to the valves located at the interface point
between surface pipe and well
Truckable - Large process modules or buildings shipped to the North Slope by
truck
Trunk and Lateral - A piping topology connecting each well (via laterals) to the
appropriate process headers (the trunks) as opposed to consolidating well
pipes within a sea lift or truckable process module
VFD or VSD - Variable Frequency (or Speed) Drive - Electric drive that varies
the speed of the submersible pump by varying the supply power
frequency.
WAG - Water Alternating Gas - A tertiary production technique that alternates
waterflood and gas injection into the reservoir
Well Head - The area surrounding the interface between the surface pipe and
well pipe. The valve tree is typically covered by a well house
ZSC - Limit Switch Closed - Typically for an on/off valve
ZSO - Limit Switch Open - Typically for an on/off valve

